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election platforms,

see page 3.
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"Once a colony starts, it only takes a year to fill the ' lake or
river. Then it completely eradicates breeding grounds,"
Dr. Richard Mansell

Biologists receive grant
to fighf aquatic: weed
,

natural means of controlli'ng
rid the surface of the prob- .
hydrilla.
!em.
Two USF biologists · on a
"Only recently has the state
"They didn't want to bother
$95,000 grant are heading a
shown interest in this type of with long projects ' - basic
study of an aquatic weed that
research," Ma nsell said: " It research-trying to get to the
"threatens freshwater life and
used to be the state only fund- ~root · of the problem as oped projects that provided f~t
the balance of nature throughposed to solving the apparent
answer s; simple solutions to side of the problem while
out Florida."
leaving the cause itself unresolved." ·
Hydrilla grows in lakes and
rivers. In ten years, starting
• •
from almost nothing, it has
reached " epidemic proporprovides a glowing sky that quickly fades and, leaves behind a different world lit by streetlights.
j
,
,
tions" in Florida. Originally
just a fish-tank plant; the doctors presume that stalks were
thrown or accidentally discarded in moving water .and
. then found favorable conditions where the weed rooted ·
and spread.
.\
''Once a: colony starts,, it
only takes a year to fill the
lake or river," Mansell said.
"Then it completely eradi-.
cates breeding grounds. "
Besides killing other plants,
fish a_nd animals, hydrilla
clogs wp the occupied water
, By ,NORMAN GOOG~L
sessions a week, as well as
body and lowers the rate of
one para-professional training
displace'ment, ruining the a f-,
oracle Staff Wrifer
session, · with Or. . Theodore
fected lakes and rivers as
USF representatives and
-Machler, the cons_u-lting , psy" catch'.' basins for excess law enforcement officials are
chiatrist .''
water during times of heavy working' out the mechanics for
ra in - upping the risk of a drug analysis program
Dr. Margaret Fisher, Assisflooding low-land areas.
tant to _th.e Vice President for
which will enable students to
Hydt illa can ) grow t o anonymously submit drugStudent Affairs, said the be.;'
lengths of forty feet in deep samples for chemical analysis
ginning of the dr.ug analysis
lakes. They grow straight on campus.
p{'.ogram is "s_till. a , couple of
·
then curve just below the
weeks' off."
·
·
Hillsborough County Solfciwater; bend and fan out, mat"There are still some things
tor E. J . Salcines said there
ting and creating a surface
which haven't- been settled,"
just below the water line that will be no. police surveillance
she sa-id. '"The ·. program has
progr
am's
participants
of
'the
is a trap for swimmers and
· been ' approved in 'principle"
boats. The- hydrma- vines look as long as certain- guidelines -·
·but not in 'practice.'_rhe proand controls are followed.
like thick leafy green rope.
.gram was announced ip 'NickDRUG RAP Cadr e, a .stu"We have not found any
el · Bag' (see special drug in.
dent-run
drug
counselling
orready answers yet, as we've
fo
rmation ·insert ii'! The Orabeen intensely working on the ganization; will operate the
cle, J an. 5.)
project only since October of program. Spokesmen Leigh
· The recent illness· of Dr.
RAY DOYLE
LEIGH BOTHWELL
last year," said Silver, "B'ut Bothwell and Ray Doyle clari,Rob.ert· Egolf,, Director of the
. . . spokesmen for _Drug Rap Capr'e.
we have found that hydrilla fied the program's aims :
Health Center, has held up the
"We're not attempting to shoots up faster in water that
_program, she said.
is 'rich.' That is, with heavy eliminate drug use - it's an
2. All drugs analyzed will ment," he said.
contents of minerals and out- individual thing. But if people be repor ted - both 'good and
Only highly-trained students
"THE LEGITIMATE use of
side properties. In other are going to t ake drugs, then b ad dope.'
can administer the Cadre's ·drugs is a medicai problem,"
they should at least know
words, polluted water."
"WE WON'T be a propa- program. "All I can say now _Dr . ·Fisher said. "Dr.· Egolf
"So you really have a sort what they are taking. Often ganda ma~hine for 'bad dope' . is that we are '.honest' peo- ,must assl:lre · that proper -ethiof v1c10us chain working pe0ple can't tell the difference We'll r e~ort all ingredients ple," Doyle said. "We .partici~ ·cal ,and legal standards are
against you and Man through between 'poison' and 'trip- without making a value judg- pate in thre·e group therapy met.! '
•overpopu.Iation and abuse of piqg.' We hop,e ·to 'keep people
his water supply has wors- _from taking poison,' "
ened matters," Ma n s e 11
"We're not trying to eliminate drug use
it's · an.'inDOYLE EXPLAINED how
added.
.
dividual thing. But if people are ·going t o take drugs,. then
the program will operate :
THE -NEW PLACE IS A RENOVATED CHURCH _
"There will be a locked box
they, should at least know _what they're taking. Often pe.o, .. . where USF students aid Ybor City youngsters:- ·
continued on Page 6
in Andrps Office Complex
ple can't tell the difference between 'poison' and · 'trip(AOC) 209 where s tudents can
ping' , • o II
,
place their drug samples in
nwnbered e' n v e 1 o p e s. ·No
names will be taken. b ampus
'Security will tr anspor t - the
I
•
s amples to the Health Center
,
'
\
daily. Results of the analyses
.will be made available; listing· each sample's number,
description, and contents."
\
'
"We hop_e to get as conlilost behind "you're welcome." f enter · and·· NO ONE was- tree. Beeman explained hpw a plete an analysis of the total
. By ELLIE SOMMER
Oracle Slaff Writer
T~E
NEIGHBORHOOD _ about to take that away from bulldozer was called to uproot ingredients as p o s s i b 1 e,"
I
,,
-, the tree.
Of the m any words and children in Ybor City voiced a them.
Doyle said. "Our analysis will
phrases to express gratitude louder expression of gratitude · · W H E N > CONSTRUCTION
When the machine arrived, be different from a police
I
perhaps the most lasting im- than all the social amenities was nearly completed a pro- the, operator was surpr ised to analysis ; the police look for
Hillsborough County Solici- upon after a "long and benefi- tion, following a background
P,ression is, made not through combined:- Their warmth and gram, part of Urban Renewal, find a, number of high- specifics, such as acid or tor E. J . Salcines said USF cial" meeting with Dan Wal: check, not only of individuals
~erbal comm~nication but appreciation will not be easily came through the area to school-aged boys standing in hash, whereas our analysis still has to work out the "me- bolt (Student :Affairs) , Dr. Ed- -selected to participate in
chanics" b e f o r e its drug mund · Allen (Center for Drug · Rap Cadre, but those
forgotten.
·
' build sidewalks and repave front of the tree.
',
will be objective."
.through actions.
It is difficult for chilren to
Doyle said the analysis will .analysis program could begin Human Development), · and who participate in their proThe boys were determined
The gratitude was extended the streets.
operating.
follow two principles :
Ray Doyle _and Leigh Both- gram.
Building the sidewalk past to keep their shade tree expr ess gratification in words. toward the New Place, a cul1. Samples can not be reHOWEVER, Salcines said well (Drug RiiP Cadre):
People hear /he words "thank tural activities center located the New Place required the after all it was part of the
,,.,, There will be no surveil,,,,, There
be no prosecu- lance of the building (Andros
turned.
three guid~lines were agreed
you" ever yday. The simple at 2811 17th St., Ybor City r e,moval of a huge old shade New Pla ce.
words become art accustomed which has been operating a
Office Complex) · -where the
-social courtesy, their meaning program of ·the Arts for alsubstanees · are· turned ,in nor
,I
most two years. The old
1 where ·they are •being - examchurch, used to house the cen·
-ined '(Health ·center).
ter, was closed for renovation
the second week in Sept. and
t i :-~h~~ii~!!i!:~h~~~b!~~:
did not r e-open until Jan. 7.
tarily sought -assistance -from
According· to· D an · Beeman,
the program in" turning in
pus. He rarely can under law.
Off-campus · speakers offer a valuaa · musical · instructor at · the
In
Brooks
vs.
Auburn
Unive;rsity,
a
drugs they were in possession
ble source of information to students,
center, .even: liefofe r!iriovaticin ,_,
federal
court
ruled
that
even
convicted
of
or seeking help for t hemregulations
seek
to
keep
coribut
-USF
Was hington · columnist Jack of .the old chur ch .w.as , com, selves from drug dependency
plete·
·
the
children
·
held
a
-.
•,
troyersy
to
a
minimum.
-•
· felons whose views the Administration ·
. or aadictio.n they were sufferAnderson will speak ' in' TheSponsors of off-campus speakers
dicl not agree with and who might advo'in'g from .
atre Monday, _Jan. 24 at ( p.rj-t·. strong a1tachment to whatthe ·
must file for permission 14 days before
as the controversy. .continues rebuilt structure· would' repre- .
cate breaking the law could not be
:· _' Salcines elaborates on the
the speech. However, it takes only five
over his release - of - secret - sent. .
barred from speaking on campus.
first _IJO\nt,: · "The program's
THE · KIDS; he · rememdocuments on th~ ·Jndi~
/
da-ys to act upon that request .
In rendering its decision, the court
directors have assur ed me
Pakistan war.
bered, ,took -special care to
It is further stated in ."The Book"
that only · highly-trained peosaid
that
such,a
rule
was,
"blatant
por
Anderson, who has a ccused o-uard their most important
that • the 14-<;jay requirement may be
ple wouia · be selected for
litrcal censorship."
·.Drug Rap.
· · _Cadre.''
• .. .
Presidential adviser Henry : ource of cultural education
waived. What happens tlthe other' nine
Kissinger of telling "outra--. - a place they associate with
_
In
-this
and,-.,other
cases,
,the-~
c;i_
w
;t,s
,r~':
,
,
,
~•,N.
/ll)DJ'l:JONwe ,.were
. days · and what . are . th~. criteria for
geous lies," has said he dis- friends·and happiness.
·
_
gav_
f
rul!fd
/'that_
a~P4irtiq:f;rat01:
·-sr,11'
)
,t)b,t
:
~guaranteed
that
individuals
waiving the 14-day requirement?
likes the current system · of · - ·Tools and__equipment__ were _
b'ase prohibitions ,upon such1criterla':?,s,
· ; ,would•pe selec;t~d 9nly aftel- a
The- U.S. Supreme Cour t ruled in
' . -· .._•, i
l
classification and the secrecy left by .contractors af the un-.
·
s
ecqnd,
g~~ssi-ng
·ii
·s_
pe'ake(s·,i;nteri'tiBrl~.
_.
,fiJ]l I b~ckgrdund ,cneck ,to '. cerThomas vs. Collins that labor leaders
. "If . the . restraint .were s_maller 'than' it
snrrounding Kissinger's oper- locked church for a weekend,
Rules must pa-ss tve. "cleai< and pres~
·tify they - weren't -U$iirs , or
were not required to register in order to
is, it is from petty· -t yrannies that larp
ations.
Beeman recalls. Although the
·en't danger" test. USF's do not: .
pushers ·.of drugs',i' -he said.
speak publicly to labor groups. This
ones take root and grow." : ·'.
CHARGING that 95 per cent two-year program - had • been
, "In order for the program
freedom extended to other groups· as
of classification is actually cen- discontinued for 4 months to
.RE ADING . ON, . .one .finds that, - ail
RULE l (e) informs organizations
to be effective there must be
sorship, Anderson noted _re- " facilitate construction, the
well, including those in the academic
cording to: -HToe · Book," .the Vicethat they are responsible for _ their
'a ·~ecurity' cqeck to prevent
cently on the Dick Cavett kids organized a guard to procommunity, according to the court.
President for ·student Affairs ca;n deny
possible . exploitation;'', .Sal-.
I , •
Show, " The security label has tect the contractor 's proper ty
I •
In making the r uling, the court said,
' :cines _said; "CJbvfously ,users
a speaker the. right to appea'r on cam~
Continued on Page lOi
been debased."
from theft or abuse . The tools
can I not J:ie. trusted •to handle
were· the sy~bol of their NEW
drug samples.''

By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN .
Oracle Slaff Writer

The grant, which covers a
three year period, was given
to Doctors Richard Mansell
and Warren s'. Silver by the
Southwest Florida Water Management District (SFWMD)
and the Fla. Depai;tmerit of
Natural Resources to devise .

-Daylight disappearing _.

,.

:Students organ1.ze:,
.

•

I

-

..

\

drug Clna·tysis plan

0

The New Place: a Specia/spot
·1or the children of,,. Ybor City

·University 'must work out
·.'mechan'lcs' lor analysis
wll

Noted colu.mnist
Jack- -Anderson ·

to specak,Monday

1----------L

U_niversity·_sti_fles fr.·eedom of ·speech

/
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•

Bailey: innocence. might
court

not be relevant

The . better' . to 'rush' you with ...
I

,"

'

1

••• Tau ·Epsilon's Phi (TEP) brothers and 'little sisters' prepared to greet rushees at their recent smoker. From left,
David Muransky,., Mike Manzoli, George- Kagan, Allyn Bern- ,
stein, and Diane Shapiro.
J

.

~

•,

•

'

•

'

•

,,
•

Rl'8cincf decision
.:·'- •

. .

\.

•

. I

rides on'student·
~ote reg1st,rc:1t1on ·
•

The mobile voter registration unit on campus this week
has more significance than
just a convenient place for
students to register. .
According to Hillsborough
County Supervisor of Elec~ tions James Sebesta it may
be the deciding factor in his
decision on if USF will be assigned a permanent registration booth.

"THERE'S A lot riding on
the unit,." Sebesta said, "if
USF is to get a permanent
booth a lot of the criteria will
be collected from the unit. If
the turnout is poor, well you
judge for yourself how , it
would affect the decision.".

j'-

,

•

,

I

tion at USF and the Youth
Vote in Tampa, announced
Thursday. One-thousand bot. tles of the cola have been
; procured tor the week-long
registration driv~.

"The fact that you are innocent may . . . be helpful, or
· relevant," according to attorney F. Lee Bailey's _analysis
of American justice.
This statement came in a
speech Thursday night to USF
students in the TAT. He de. scribed lawyers as the "policemen· of the police!..' and
added that it was necessary to
make the Bill of Rights work.
BAILEY HAS gained national recognition in recent
years for his defen'se of such
men as Capt. Ernest Medina
and the Boston Strangler.
Ridiculing the "P e r r y
Mason" image of lawyers,
Bailey again· empnasized that,
"Innocence is .not a governing
factor in trials."
He continued, "There is no
such thing as proof." He said,
"Hu·m an destiny is controlled
by evidence;" pointing out
that the judge pas di~cretion
in determinng what that evidence is.··
·
BAILEY · SAID that, contrary to popular belief, witnesses ,do lie successfully. He
added that an articulate pros. ecution witness can sway the.
jury against an inarticulate
defendant.
To solve this problem, Bailey came out very strongly in
favor of polygraph examinations. He said that the tests
are reliable and "would reduce litigation by 90 per
cent."
People who want to defend ,
themselves in court are driven to do so by the jrustration

It's for Y.ou

rors to question the witness.
RETURNING TO the subject of prisons during a question an~answer session in the
UC Ballroom, he said, "The
"Run prison society loss of liberty is the punishment," adding that dehumanas a society so that it izing conditions need not ac• company cqnfinement.
turns out a man, not
He continued, "Run prison
I society as a society so that it
an animal." turns out a man, no.t an animal:" He said tnat he and
·tee Bailey . othe~· lawyers are pushing for
legislation to · revamp the
penal system in this country.
Returning to trials, Bailey
said that 60 days should be
the average time between ar-.
rest and trial. He said that .
graph test, that reckless in- crowded do'ckets make for ·
dictments be .done away with,
poor justice.
that jurie~ be better educated
"WE SEE too. many old
regarding their duties and people and noi: ei;iough young
that some kind of review
peopJ~," Bailey sa'.id. He added
board be established for jury
that ' the ricb and powerful
verdicts.
never have to serve on juries.
He was ·concerned about
· Bailey also call'ed the nojuries because he said that as knock law " unworkable." He
few as three members could said, however, that he favored
sway the others into deciding • using a CIA-type of counteres-"
one way or the other. He also pionage group to get at the
said ,he favored allowing ju- big pushers and clean up the ·
heroin traffic. ·· '
. He came out against capital
puni?hment, saying,' "Mam;on 1
the ,Boston. Straiwler and I
these others ought tp .be stud. ied instead of burned."
and Karen Spadacet'le, as cast
IN MENTIONING these
members of the Elain May problems and issues, Bailey
play, "Adaptation," '
cpncluded, "Until people are
,Getting underway at 7 p.m., 1 concerned, nothing ·is ever
the dinner is open tci "any aone."
alumnus of USF. Reservations can be obtained through
June Miller;, ext. 2615.

The Lun·ch ,·
of a Life Time
at the

Baptist Stu•ent Center
11 :30 to 1:30
Only 50c. Questions?

:--f:

"

of dealing with• lawyers wh~
can't help them, Bailey said.
HE POINTED . out that
while doctors may experiment
on cadavers, lawyers must
get their experience from live
defendants. He called the
legal system "undependable"
and the penal system "abomiJ
nable,"
•
· He suggested that no one be
implicated in connection with
a crime until takiqg a poly'

I

. USF alumni to install ,

Call 988-6487

:

UF - Gainesville Plan
USF - Tampa Plan

AC-CUMULATE GAS TOKENS
,,
J FOR FREE CAR WASH.21 Gallons

or . =Free Car-.Wash

·2ftokens
1 Token per gallon of gas
' purchased. Save the tokens,
or turn :them in as partial
payment.

.

Busch Blvd. at Nebraska
Ann,our-cing "Hot CARNAUBA WAX"

.• .

.

ONLY $1°0

PAID POtlTICAL ADV£RTIS£MEN~
I

Students to -bolster Oracle Staff·Writer ,

•

are hired through the College
Study. Work Program .(CWSP).
They work from 9 pm to 5
am seven days a week. They
will not carry guns .nor are·
. · they authoriz~ to make arrests, but will carry flashlights and walkie talkies to re, port any suspicious a~tivity.

Sunday night, because of,,a
student's suggestio.n, the security force was incr,eased by
seven men.
The unit is located outside . The new' patrolmen are all
the UC and is open from 9am students who patrol the resident halls to prevent thefts in '
to 5pm.
SECURITY chief Jack
the parking l0ts or offensive Last year Sebesta made a conduct ~ound the halls.
Preble, who is responsible for
tentative plan to divide the
county according to census
AOCORDING to Ray King, training t!ie student patrol~
figures', into 25 branch dis-,\ dire,ctor of housing, the idea of men, said he felt the students
tricts each with .a permanent havmg s t u d e n t patrolmen would be' ' 'a ~eal good deterbooth. USF was one of the was presented at a " com1T1U· rent to crimes around the
tentative sites but the plan I nications dinner" by student" -.halls."
has not been implemented nor Bill Snyder. The suggestiop
has a final decision been was made to -Vice-President
They wUl be bri~fed each
made on the possibility of for Student Affairs Joe How- night before they. go out on
the beat. Preble said, so they
USF being one of the di_stricts. ell, who adopted it. .
,
.
Howell said the increasing
be prepared ·to handle
SEBESTA SAID he has number of thefts around the any situation they ·encounter.
. beert busy lately ~ith voter residents halls, particularly of
One of · the students•· more
purges and the primary and bicycles, prompted his decipleasant tasks will be to es"has not had a chance to sion.
·
think" about the districts but
The students are paid and cort women residents to their
halls if coeds request it.
the turnout at the mobile. unit
would greatly affect whatever
PREBLE SAID he thought
decision he made.
the idea of having students ·
help security was ,"great" and ,
Sebesta said Pres. Mackey
"would help the sti,idents unand USF officials have told
him they would support any · USF students will have an derstand what law enforcement officers have to do. and
' decision that he made.
opportunity earlier than the
'·
'
Free Royal Crown Colas March 1 primary · to vote on why."
·(RC's) will be given to stu- their favorite presidential
dents who register with the candidate after hearing a demobile unit, Chuck Caro, bate between representatives
chairman of voter registra- of six of the Presidential candidates.
The 1972 Alien Address ReThe debate is scheduled for
'
tonight in the University Cen- port Forms, which must be
ter Ballroom at 7 :30 p.m. , in completed by all aliens during
preparation fot the presiden-· January,, are available in the
tial preference poll to be in- office of the Foreign Student
.--, USF's Helpline ' service is cluded · on the USF students Advisor, University Center 165. .
again seeking volunteers to government election l;lallot
These forms may be. comwork the switchboard -during next Wednesday.
pleted in this office and will
Representatives 'of S e n.
Qtr. 2. ·
be mailed to the Immigration
· Helpline's training program Henry (Scoop) J ackson of
_and Naturalizi1;tion Service ofstarts this week and interest- Washington, Sen. Edmond fice for you. · .
•
ed people can ·sign up by call- Muskie of Maine, Sen. George
All ·foreign students study' ing 974-2555. Also, anyone who McGovei:n of South Dakota,
has spare sleeping space or Sen. Hubert1 Humphrey , of ing on an F-1 visa are asked
SOII;le ·useful item should call Minnesota, Rep. S hi r 1 e y · to contact the ' Office of the
and inform. them.
Chisholm of Brooklyn, and' Foreign Student Advisor to
Last quarter Helpline re- Mayor John Lindsay
New . give your · current ·address.
ceived 505 calls, over half of York City are expected.
This information is necessary.
tqem asking for general .
campus information. However,
32 calls. were concerned with
drug problems, 20 with problem pregnancy and birth con' trol and 7 suicide calls were
received.

I

Find 125
Bengalis
Massacred

.dormitory s,ecurity
By JOE GUIDRY

0
-~

BIG-"W" CAR WASH

, new president Saturday--Installation of the new presfdent of USF's alumni organization will take place ,this Saturday night at the USF Alumni
banquet;
Providing entertainment for
the occasion will be Paul Fer, guson, Walt Jones, Bob Nader,

,,

Every Thursday

Low Noise - .High Output
Recordi11g Tape '

1•11> • ..tP,i.<.

.....,..:,...

t<-lmlo> '" ''

~
fo~•- i-,.........~
.........,1o1 . .
·-•• '"'T;,' "':I

1,

Special·Sale e>n BASF '

,l':I• ~ ....·•

•• 11-tret.::..i

'"""'_ .,_,..

~~~A>~ ,~ .. ~·~ ··

Cassette Tape With
The Purchase of One for
Regular Price - Get Second Tape
for ~alf Price. 30-60-90-,1 20 min._

.MAU.,ICE STEREO

39S3 W. Kennedy Blvd.

I

.,. ,,..,..~"" '_",.....,. ~....w
.,. , .......i ..... .... ..,....- ,..~ ,!, ...
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!

'
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,W INN-DIXIE
KWIK/CHEK
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I

Get Off

will

t~ a Good

Start! ·
' 1

1f605 Nebraska

9225 56th .St.

Prexy_ca,ndidate
. debate toni.ght

Alien report
forms available

•

,,

I

Helpline Seek~
more workers

/, -We're Here .NOW With tlle Ideas .
· 'Talk to the Candidates. Relld the Platform ·
;__ I

l

-

•

•

•

r

.. '

'

·

.

PAID POL_lTIC:AL AOVjRTISEMENT

,/

of

'

.

• Career Planning
And Placement
The following organizat ions will be in•
ferviewing on campus. Check with Ca•
reer Planning and Placement, ULI 518,
ext. 2295 (or call 2200 for t ape-recorded
schedule) for interview locations, lo
schedullb appointments or for further in•
formation.
FEBRUARY 1
State Farm Ins., B.A., B.S., Acclg.,
j\\gmt., Bus. Adm., Math, Econ., Lib.
Arts nJ.lllors
Kans.is City Life Ins. Co., B. A.,
M.A., All majors; pref. Bus, ma··ors
FEBRUARY 2

sears, Roebuck & I co., B. s., Bus,
Adm., Mktg., & All Bus. ma jors
,
. Proctor & Gamble, B. S., B. A.,
M. A., M, s., Bus. or Lib. Arts ma jors;
MBA ~•ndldates pref.
·
ss Kresge co., B. A., M. A., All Bus.
n,a fors
1
Florida Parole & Probation Comm.,
B. A., M, A., Soc, & Psvc. ma jors
Florida Power Corp., B. s., E. E.,
E. c. majors
United . Telephone Co. c,f Fla ., B. A.,
B. S., lndush Mgmt., Bus. Mgmt.,
Acctg., E lec. Eng., Lib. Arts ma jors
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp., B. A.,
M. A., Bus. Adm,, Mktg. Mgmt. & Bio,
majors.

l
,;:

'

12" Regular

PIZZA
Plain Cheese
Meat Sauce
Pepperoni
Anchovy
Italian Sauce
' Mushroom
Green Pepper
Salami
All the Way
Each Additional Garnish

I

1..39
1.79
1.79
1,79
1.79
1,79
1.79

i:~I25c

15" Large
1.8 9
2.29
2.29

Italian Sausage , ... • .. , , .. , . . .... .... . ... .. .. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • 89c ·
Spicy Meatbo lls .• . . .. . .... . .. .. .. . . , , .. ......... •. • • • • • • • • • • • .. . , . . .. ,. 89c
Italian Steak •. . . ... ... , .. ........... • • •, • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 89c
Egg Plant Pa rmegiano .. . . : . . , ..... .. , • . . • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 99c

2,29
'2.29
2.29
. '2.29
2.29
. 3.59
35c

•Cuban ....... .. ... ... . ..... ... .... ! .. • .... •• ••• • ••·••• .. •• •• • . . . ... .. .. 75c .
Submarine ... . .. . .... .......... . . .. •••• .... •• • ••• • •• • •• ••• •· • .. ••, ... •• • 89c
Ham & Swill • .......... , . .. .. ... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •, • • ._ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 85c
· Hamburger (Plain) . , .. ..•.. . ... , .. •, • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • •. 49c
Cheese Burger. ; •.••.•.•... , •. . .. . . . •• . . • • •• •·. • • ••••••••••• •• .• . . . •-·,, .. 55c
. Lettuc!I & Tomato .. .. ,- . .. ... .. ....... .. . '. ... •,, ... : .... .. .. . .. , .... 10c Eidra

Veal Parmegiano ••.•• •. ... .. •...•• • •••••• ,., • •.,,, •• •,• • •,,,,.,,,,,,,,, . 99c;

\

TO GO SPECIALS .

DINNERS *
SPAGHETTI with Sauce ........ ..... .. . ....... . .... . ... . . . . , ., . . ..... .. . . 1.29
.
• With
.
,
Meatsauce ...... . . .... . ......... • ... • .. • .......... • .................... 1.49
Meatballs ........... ..... .... ......... .. . , .......... . ... .. ......-..••.• 1.45
Mu1hroom1 •• ✓•... . .......~ · ···· • • ...... . ... ........ . ; ••••••• •••• •••••• l.69
Garlic and Oil ..... ... .... . ......................... ....... ........... . . l .20
Clam Sauce .................... ~........ ...... .. ..... ....... . ....... . . 1.69
Sausage .. ... .. .................... . ...... .. ...... ........ ...... .... .. 1.55
Child's Spaghetti (under 12) 1 Meatball or Meatsauce ••.•• ... • • . ... , , .... . 89c
.RAVIOLI, Meat or Cheese ........ . . ......... . ....... . ...... , , .. , ...• ...• 1.49
LASAGNA ......... . .. .. ............ '. ... . . . .... . .. ; ........ . : . ,. .... '. .. 1.85
MANICOTTI ... ......... . .. .......... . .. . ... .... , ...... ......... .... , .. 1.75
VEAL PARMEGIANO with side order of Spaghetti ...... ..... ... , .. , ....... 1.95
EGG PLANT PARMEGIANO with side order of Spaghetti .... . •. .. .. •.....•• 1.75 ·
• Dinners Include Salad and Bread

.

·

,.

SPAGHETTI
Service For:
One .•.•..••• ••..••••. • .. . .... . .. . .•• .... . , . .. . . •••••. .. 7 5c
Two ..... ·. ....... .. ... . ........ . ... ........... ... ..... 1.29
Three ....... ..... . . ... . ............. .. ........... . ... . 1.99
Four ....... . ... . ... . ..... ....... ,:• •• • • • • • • •• •••. •.• • ••

2.39

Six , ... . . .. ......... . . : ...... , .... . .......... . , • , .... . 2 .89

EXTRAS
Meatball, (:2 lor . • .. .. •. . ... . . . .. . .•... ... , . .. .... .. .. . ....... . . . . ... . . . 35c
Mealtauce (for l) ....... ,...... . ....... . . ·. . . .. ....• , ................. . ... 35c
Italian Salad .. . ... , ....... . ..... . . ... . ... . , . ..... . . , . . .. .' .. .... ...... . . 40c
D!lluxe Salad . .. .. . ... .. . . .. .... . .. . . .. . . ... .. . . . . ... .... . . .. . .. , . . ..... 55c
Antipo1ta for Two .. ... . .... .. ....... , . ... ,, . . . . . . .. . .. . .... .. .. , .... .. . 1:20
Antipa1ta for Four . , . .... , •• • : , . ••••• •• •1••• , ... . , . ... , . , ••••• ••• ,, ... .. ~-10-

RAVIOLI
80c
1.35
2.05
2.45

2.95

.,
I

...

I
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CANDIDAT
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IGNITION
SERVICE

Repairs & Tune Up All Makes

L. & J. "BP" SERVICE
'

MARK ADAMS
... president.

ARNOLD DAVIS JOE CHAITKIN

CHUCK CARO

. . . vice president.

•

--

N.L. Lutes • Dealer

JOHN GONZALEZ RONEY PRESLEY JOHN KILKREASE
. . . vice president.

have elected them. Too often your right to vote for _the canSG leaders have sought the didate of your choice. Choose
approval of administrators to me, Jeff Crisman, for mature
such an extent as to neglect and responsible representathe goals and needs of their tion."
constituents. This will not be
v Elisa Freide~, Andros the case if I'm elec,ted. I will "As an incumbant legislator I
not compromise s t u d e n t s' have had experience· which
needs for an administrative will help me serve in SG. I
pat on the back, but I will be .feel that I represent the stuable to communicate with ad- dent who lives on campus and
ministrators in order to pre- therefore would appreciate
sent student proposals. The your (Andros Residents) vote.
theme of my administration
v Ken Nichols, Commuter
will be 'tangible results for - "My reason for running for
students, -not glorious promis- senate is to bring a unification
es which are unrealistic' "
of interest of commuter and
"If a de- resident students. Being a resJr" John Hogg mocracy js to serve the needs ident of Fontana llall I am
of its people, they m4st par- qualified to be , a liaison for
ticipate in the democratic po- ideas and desires of surroundlitical process. If 'the American ing residents to the campus.
.v Beatrice Harmon, Fine
university is relevant,, one of
its major goals should be the Arts - "As the present (apeducation -of its students in pointed) Fine Arts Senator I
tne workings of participatory have devoted a great deal of
democracy that - they ' may time· to my office and will
participate in the American · continue to serve students."
v John S. Koch, Language
political process. I believe the
best education in participato- Literature - "When you atry democracy is participation, tempt to govern people with a:
real participation, not reading system of laws and penalties,·
about it. I therefore contend you will have nothing but fear
that students should have a and avoidance of the governdecisive role in the non- ment. When you attempt to
educational, non-research - govern people by virtue and
policy-making procedur~ 1 of restra'in them by the rules of
human dignity, the people will
this university. Amen" ' •
have a sense of shame and
Jr" R-0dney Presley
"After serving five quarters therefore will become good."
v Mar'x Levine,, commuter
in the Student Government I
kno\V why many students - _"Being a member of SG for
think SG is a total waste. It is 1½ years, I feel that I have
time to replace tl)at "little b~coine aware of many of the
club" wi,th · people who will problems that confront stuWt'lrk for what their fellow stu- dents. I don't make promises
because I think they· are a
dents want.
sG· should and _can do more farce, but what I can tell you
with your $32.50 activity fee in is that if 1'. am re-etlected, I
areas of landlord-tenant rela- will continue to work for
tions, organizing co-operative you."
efforts in food and housing ;
~ Tim Matthew, Business
they can have a REAL hand Senator - "At ,present there
in p o I i c y determination is nothing . that can be done
and in fighting visitation rul- without the consent of the ading."
ministration, an autocracy
by President Mackey. It
rura
Candidates for senate are :
is --,-tin,~ we_ make i t known ·
v" Leonard J. Conn o r's,
there are others here, each
Argos. - "Let us prove that with his own needs, desires,
Freshmen and underclassmen and demands. In the times
do care about who represents ahead your problems will bethem in Student Government. come my own, and I like to
Please, remember to · vote think I have always found
Jan. 26."
plausible solutions."
v Richard Mayberry, Fine
i ; Edward J. "Ed" Con"
way, Commuter - "Much- Arts - "My- opinions of s9
needed .participation of the SG are mainly negative. Although
in university actions is my I a,ttend the meetings, I rarely
major goal. These objechves become dir:ectly involved with
include reduction of student the ,petty-politicing <!nd the
registration fees, an effective ego-showdowns which happen
free univ:ersity, relevancy in fairly often. I have previous
all USF academic courses, experience with s t u d e n t
referendums for c h o o s i n g rights, e s p e c i a 11 y selfUSF-supported speakers, a -determinaWm with the stumuch-needed am b_u'l a'n c
dent budget. I am presently
·ecological improvement, and
lowering the age of legal majority to 18 years.
v · Jeff Crisman, College of
Education - ·"Whether or not
you intend to vote for me for
the office of Senator is not the
point of issue What is, is
whether you, the students
have a r esponsible representative acting on your behalf in
Student Government sessions.
·oavid Sai n
You can only obtain such a
commodity if you exercise

e,

Polls open next week
When · students go to the
polls next Wednesday not only ·
will they be participating in
Student Government elections,
but they may also be voting in
a mock ·Democratic preferential primary and a referendum will be taken to determine whether USF students
want ROTC on their" campus.
Voting f o r ' presidential,
vice-presidential, and senato_, rial offices will be on colorcoded computer cards ·while
the primary and ROTC questions will be handed separately to voters on, mimeographed
·
ballots.
QTR. 2 fee cards and a USF
ID card must be presented
upon voting at any of 10 polls.
USF students had their first
meeting with the candidates
Monday in the UC Ballroom
at 2 p.rn. and today at 2 p.m.
students will be able to attend
a forum of presidential and
vice-presidential candidates.
F uture Elections events include:
Jan. 21, 3 p.m. - MeetiI)g of
poll captain's ,
Jan. 25, 7:30° p:m. - Open
house for all candidates ;
free coffee in the Argos
Lounge.
Jan. 26, 9 a .m . - Polls open ;
9 p.m.- Polls close; 9:301
p.m. - Ballot counting, UC
'
204.
Jan. 27, 7 a .m . - Election results posted, UC lobby; 6:30

.

I

JOHN HOGG

0

PHONE 988 • 2697

. .. president.

. .. president.

' .. ; president.

Students are encouraged to
attend a forum of SG p·resi: dential and vice-presidential
: candidates today at 2 p.m. in
, the UC ballroom. So that
: those attending and those
, unable to attend may have ·
• background knowledge of the
,_ candidates, the- Oracle has
published the following information.
Candidates for president,
listed in alphabetical order include:
Candidates for President:
. Y MARK ADAMS ·- '.'Each
· quarter students hand out
$32.50 payment of the student
· activities fee. Each quarter,
• SG cabinet officers receive a
t9tal of $3,100 in salaries.
~ SG may be a joke, but at
these pric~s it is no laughing
matter.
If elected president t will
(1) concentrate on important
• local issues which vitally concern USF students and stop
trying to play national politics, (2) I will stop wasting
: the students' money on trips
· and exclusive parties, fully
justifying every expenditure
in terms of service; and (3) I
will bring competent - people
into SG.")
"As
v" CHUCK CARO president my job will be to
re-establish and bond the
communication links of USF.
I will work to get students
communicating with other
students, by establishing a
place to rap without fear. -I
will wo:fk to get the SG communicating with the student
body by maintaining an open
door policy, encouraging and
if need be d,e;nanding'that legislators spend_a minimum of
two hours.._per WEtek with the
students they represent. I will
work to get the administration
· communicat'ing with the student body by making the ad- ·
ministration business our
business, I want everybody to
vote.
"" JOE - CHAITKIN - •·•r
have observed the actions of
o_ur Student. Government for
some time, from the insj.de as
well as the out; and have recognized both lack of direction
and cohesiveness as ,particularl:v, bad faults. I am· not
, about to tell you that I alone
can bring us together;· no one
person can unite us as a: stu~
dent body - for thati takes the
involvement of each individual student. I would like to give
the individual .complete ac
cess to SG, provid.e ·a new
voice for .,the voiceless ones,
and an ear for that voice, to
ring upon and • mean something to. I believe in the New
Voice Party and self government; for self government is
the natural government of
,man.
Vice-presidential qrndidates
in alphabetical order are:
v" Joe Gonzalez - Student"
leaders are at a crossroad in
political priorities. 'l:hey must
decide whether they want to
establish rapport with administrators or with students who

ROAD SERVICE - 'FREE PICK UP & DELl'IERY

. .. vice president.

... vice_ president.
parking problems, an,d keepipg up-dated lists of available
housing for students.
Jr" Walter Smith, Argos " The role of Student Government is not 'to govern students.' Indeed, we have
enough duly instituted governments already. It is merely a
medium through which students can administer , and
coordinate their own activities. Ultimately, all authority
is held by the students themselves ."
i ; Harry J. Swanson, Business Senator - "I will not
make any grandoise campaign pledges, nor will I
claim .to be a magician who
can eradicate the inefficiencies of Student Government. I
can only guarantee that I will
do a competent job if I am
elected Business Senator.

involved with food cooperatives. I am responsive to students who talk to me and are
sincere.
v" Ken Richter, Business
Senator - "If re-elected it
will be my goal to rebuild
a Student Government where
the studen( body is the munber one priority. This student
government will use SG
funds, your money, to solve
tangible problems which • effect you.. And through responsible leadership, we will restore the student body's confi·
dence in G."
Jr" Sallye Simons, Commuter - Currently ~serving as
commuter (appointed) representative, Sallye is wellqualified for the office. Her
goals include a day care center '. for students' chidren,
solving transportation' and

:

.

-
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THE UN.ITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
a specialized agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace
and

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY
a non-profit non-political organization dedicated
to helping students to help themselves
offer

$6 value

'"THE 'TOUCH'.
is_a work every bit as mature and
myst~rious as anything lngm·ar Bergman·
years!" ~-:_~:"'
done in the last few
has
.
.
. '

.I

·$1,50 value

plc;tur■ to place· .
kt . .rgm■n••
gallery of
haunting
ezperfence•
and youra.'"

of hi•

recent fllm••
CG'n■ummat•

I

arti■try 1'
--f''9JMrll•uN

-An.hl1Yl'llltl-.M.Y, , _

lngmarBcrgmon'.s f.rst En&.fuh la.nrwi~ m<ll~ pictur~ stanin,t
El/ion Gowtd, Bibi Andtr$.Kln, Mcu ton Sydou.•

"Thc-Toiich"

VACATION STUDY ABROAD
• Each copy is trilingual in English, French and Spanish

$5 value

More and more Americans are flacking overseas for summer vacations,
and an increasing proportion is young Americans! With the price war now
raging an oversea.s airfares, record-breaking numbers of young Americans will surge across Europe this summer! VACATION STUDY ABROAD
tells how qualified people will go free! Provides information on short
courses, seminars, summer schools, scholarships and trav.e l grants avallable each year to students, teachers and other young people and adults
planning ta undertake study or training abroad during their vacations.
These date were p rovided by some 500 organizatiorts in 54 countries!

7

u 1The Touch',
• f■■clnatln1

1hrgman'•

11

'Th• Toi.ch1 la
· ■■ ltrllllant
•• theM■t

.
. . . c8

c1•••• co1,aaano■

service is almost like my
own personal ghost writer.,,
LC, GailJesville, Fla.
"The 3 reference _books
of which every student
needs personal copies
are Study Abroad, a
good dictiona1'!1 and
10,000
thesaurus. I got a $·from
4-year scholarship
Abroad."
Study
r 4 l l, Berkeley, Calif.

TIie Rttven
FOU'NT AIN

ROOM

13 116 FlOR IDA AVE.
TAMPA

• Paris, France, 1972
• 644 Pages .

STUDENT AID. SOClETY membership dues. Services offered:
• Scholarship information service.
Answers questions concerning scholarships worldwide!
.
~
• Travel service,
Plans interesting tours to exotic la~ds!·
all • Reference Service.
,
· for
term papers, essays, book reports, theses, etc. frequently
·using primary sources available only in the Library of Congress!
We do not actually write the finished assignment since that would
deprive the student of valuable educational experience and deI
feat the very purpose for writing for oneself in the first place. We
"Your reference service
will provide background information and bibliographies which
saved me much valuable
rank with such tools as the College Outline Series and ~n~yclo-'
time which I put in on
other subjects, Result: 5
pedaedia 1eference services available only with expensive sets.
A'sandl B."
Limit·af one draft at smc;ill oclditional,charge, per sem.ester P,er stuCN, Ann Arbor, Mich.
dent in good standing. We cannot answer any question which we
"The Vdntage Point" is a · feel re~uires the ad~i~e•of o doctor, lawyer, ,architect, e_~gineer, ~r
book ptit together by 5 / other-licensed practitioner, nor can we adv11e concerning your f,.
nancial investments. Neither can we _undertake market r~search or
ghost writers and edited
surveys or provide home study courses._
by LBJ; Your reference

'

,: '

I I •l

I

STUDY ABROAD
• New 19th Edition
• Each ·copy is trilingual
in English, French and
Spanish

The most complete scholarship d irectory in the world lists more than
234,000 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in 'more t han 129
countries or territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of study, financial assistance, HOW,-WHEN ANO WHERE TO APPLY! Reflects the latest scholarship approach costed by financial need !

·
..
I' , ,

5 6TH & !"C'Wl.ER A VE, ._:
, i",EM PL.E TERAACE, FLA,

--.----1
r-------~--f Student Aid Society, P. 0. Box
·

,-

39042

I

Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 20016

Gentlemen: I enclose $6 for St~dy Abroad, ' ·
J Vacation Study Abroad and annua l dues.

Name · · · · · .- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · ·
II Address
.....•... .• .....•.... . . '. . : .... .

State ........ .' . .. Zip .... .... : . . .
City,
l_
_ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ , - . - _;...,.... _

,..

OFFICE.

.~

LOUNGE & PACKAGE

1008 N. 30th
POINSETTA PLAZA

SPECIAL!
BOCA CHICA PUERTO
RICAN RUM
3 QTS, $12.99 + TAX
BOONE'S FARM
1 QT. $4.77 + TAX
, BALIHAI, SPAN·ADA, RIPPLE & CHIANTI

WE CARRY WINE:

HEAR THE MESSACE OF
J

JESUS
AS RELATED BY DAVID SAIN
of I luntsvillc, Alabama
A Dynamic Young Evangelist of Christ
\

I

,.
!lt? JANE ..,. . ...,

• -- ·" ..... .

*

.

---• ,

\ . S'.;·· "

•.

..

Dresses
Long Dresses

* Jeans 1

* Skinny Ribs
* Bikinis
JUST TO NAME A FEW

1

Vestshore. P IQz.Cl - 'To,:r,, Fa.

, . Gent)'"ll.l fla.zQ-

- - I

J.

,&

STANLEY ·J.

,•

STARTS FRIDAY

I

and MARY A, FIJAL
11 A.M. TO 11 :30 P.M. EVERY DAY

12Y20 N. FLORIDA I\V F;NUE, TAMPA, FLORIDA
WHAT TIME? SUNDAY - 10:30 A. flf. -·6:00 P. M.WEEKDAYS - 7:::rn P. M.

~-

I

f'

TEL. 93 5-194 6

WHEN? JANlJARY 23-.28, 1972
WHERE? FLORIDA AVENUE CIIURCII OF CHRIST

p.m. -: Expe~se and contribution statements deadline;
7 :30 p.m. - Presentation of
certificates of election at SG
meeting, UC 252.

I

St.Pete
Bottled under the authority of_t he C~ca-Co.la Co. by: Tampa Coca-Cola Bottling Company

I::'

I
I

/

-Eo,~O~fAL--s-.

PURE shows, the way
to help • others

Members of the People's Union
for .Rational Existence (PURE)
are setting a good example of ,a
simple but too often neglected virtue - cari.ijg for othe~ people.
They do this without rega.rd for.
any benefits other than those they
might receive from the association
'
:with others.
With status-seeking and the almighty dollar holding such promi- . nent places in our traditional way
of life, it is refreshing to find a ,
grass-roots group helping to create
alternatives. The group approach ,
goes so, f,a r as refusing to use in-

·letters
stitution can be used by a commercial
outfit to prom0te themselves?
.It seems to me that carrying out busi• Editor:
ness activities on campus is illegal and
Concerning the Baltim·ore Colts, I
would like to publicly ask President · the Colts are doing just that since their
business is sport. The use of our facilities
· Mackey how a public, tax supported inby c.ollegiate teams is one thing but the/
operated. for
a cerporation
Colts are
, I
'
•
•
~ •
•
profit. 1
Suggestion: Why not let companies
· whose resources are not bountiful enough
to· permit their own research and lab
facilities use ours. Or let panks and finance companies use our computer cente,r. Or let insurance peddlers on cam1969
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967,
pµs to teach students sales resistance?
ACP ALL-AMERICAN SINCE 1967
KENNETH FIALLOS, 4EGG
on Wednesdays during the aca•

o ·pposes colts

0~C LE

Published weekly
d,mic year by the University of south Fiorlda, 4202
Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620. second clw.;s postage
paid 11 Tampa, Fla.

CIRCULATION RATES
Single Copy (non-students) · ···· - ----·-' --- io ce~ts
Mall Subscription, $1 .50 for Quarters Ii II and 111,
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Oracle stimulation
,Editor:

I read on the first page of the Jan. 12
Oracle of the windup sessions·.of·-the New
South symposium which· Professor Silver
'brought .to our campus. I could not attend previous sessions because of my
class a·rid work schedules but· I want to
thank The Oracle for stimulating me to
hear Governor Askew and the panel
chaired by former Governor LeRoy Col'
lins.
As G-Overnor Askew and the members
of tjle panel said, the South today has its
pluses and minuses. The great historian
C. Vann Woodward pointed out that
am0ng the pluses is the present governor
of Florida. He said that one coufd only
measure the difference between Governor Askew and the former governor
whom Askew succeeded in' terms of ·
"light years."
'

I.

But unfortunately, the same is true
with the former President of the University of South Florida ~nd the 'p resent one

except that the light years difference between the two favors the former instead
of the present. It is sad. '

ROBERTS. WADE, 4MKTZ

· Savage wit_hdraws
Editor:
I am i).nnouncing my withdrawal as
a candidate for the Presidency of Student Government for personal reasons.
In the past three years, I ha,ve attempted to serve the students of USF and they
have honored me with positions of trust
'
'
inSG.
In my opinion there is only one candidate who is worthy and capable of
the highest position of trust in SG, that
of President. He is Mark Aqams. Mark
has ,demonstrated to me the integrity,
leadership, and vigor of ideas that' SG
must have to serve you. I ask the many
of 'you who supported m'e to~ support
Mark Adams.

DIANE SALVAGE

Chaitkin contradiction
Editor:
I have noticed an outrageous contradiction by one of our senators and more
important (at least to him) a Pfesidential candidate.
Mr.. Chaitkin chose not to vote on the
question of sexual discrimination concerning the ROTC program. Ironically,
Mr. Chaitkin's platform is- to defend
women's rights.
Mr.· Chaitkin seconded the statute
calling for the students to voice their
opinion on ROTC. When the vote arrived, Mr. Chaitkin voted against the

, The Oracle is ·w ritten and edited by students at the University \Of South Florida. Editorial views therei1~
are not necessarily those of the faculty adviser or the University administration. ,

Student co"'.'mentary

Ecology U
by Rick Mitz

GREEN BAY, Wis. - The· cab made its way through the
dirty dankly polluted college town. Tall chimneys emitted a
bad black smog in a city where that kind of black isn',t beautiful.
And_then the vehicle pulled in front of a puddle of dirty
water near a slightly larger puddle of dfr'ty water called Lake
. Michigan near a construction· site near an environmental
scence building. I had arrived. · "I don't know," said the Green Bay cab driver. "It's just
like any other university, I suppose.''

was the fact, and I say fact because I
can prove it, that about 100 to 150 park. ing spaces in the east half ,of Lot No. 1,
which had recently been changed from
student parking to staff parking, · were
going unused daily.

to

a

Football feast

The food and service were so excellent
th.a t we almost forgot why we are going
to college. I want to thank Mr. Lyndes,
Mr. Martini, and all employees who
Jielped that night. :

BRIAN RENWICK, 4MAN
Resident Advisor,BIIE~

At second glance ft looks just like any other university.
And at third and fourth and fifth . . .
In fact, it's only until you find o~t what's going on there
·(and, . more important, what isn't) that you discover it's not
just like any other university.
It's the Universlty of Wisconsin at Green Bay, its acromym being UWGB, tlie sound one emits upon getting a mouthful of smog, which is exactly one of the things this college is
'
' dedicated to remedy..
Dubbed "Su~val U " "Ecology U" and the "University of
Involvement," UWGB.'is all of the above. The entire school
has been organized around the theme of environmental crisis.
A lot of theme. A lot of crisis.
It's the first of its kind. Structured with a unique semi.
~ structure, it's the free Sfhool au courant, complete with bio' degradable students who study the solution to pollution, the
.• psychology of ecology as they bicycle and recycle their ways
.
,'' through four years of issue-oriented education.
I

UWGB, all acronyms aside, is a breath of fresh air in an
; . otherwise polluted a,cademic environment. It opened its door~
• to students in 1969. And word has spread. Now, more than
two years later, ecologically minded stud~nts from all over
~be country flock to this environmental mecca.
But the college itself is polluted with many undistinguished problems - an 80 per cent commuter campus, a
minor housing crisis, student apathy (and apathy about the
i.,, apathy). But certainly never a ·complaint about Irrelevant
Ed1,1cation. UWGB is anything but'irrelevant - the answer to
any activist's academic reform visions. If anything, .it just
·
• might be too relevant.
A student selects an environmental problem that "forms
the center of his intellectual interests," according to the
·school catalog. The structure· is based on environmental
themes rather than standard disciplines. There are four colleges within the University: Environmental Sciences, Com-

Therefore: I give my wholeh~arted
endorsement to G€orge Adriaansen as
Student Government President.

JEFF SMITH
SG President
'
'communica,
Creative
and
Biology
munity Sciences, Human
tion. '
.
~
· Curriculi.!m includes such subjecti~e subjects as "Vision
of Man," "Ecosystem's Analysis," "The Philosophy of Leisure," independent study programs that include communjty
Editor: 1 '
standby
old
the
as
well
as
involvement
and
communication
The front page article by Valerie , .
standards like accounting and phys. ed, But this university ' ' Wickstrom in the Jan. 5 issue has one ·
·
ties them all together.
error. Fontana and DeSoto Halls are not
nor· have ,they ever been "USF'.
now,
tried
.
"we've
Weidner,
Frank
cha°iiceUor
says
'IFrankly,"
·
·
property;"
to build an institution that says the cop-out from society isn't
welcome here. There must be a feeling of social respbnsibili, They. are privately owned, privately
ty - relevance - in every area. Lef's not pollute this univerbuilt, and : privately operated. This is
· · ·
. .
sity with things that lack meaning."
clearly designated both in the USF Bulletin .a nd the telephone directory.
It is this man who sets the pace. Complete with a simple,
folksy charm, Weidner wows students into involvement like
Perhans the confusion arose because
cows into an educationally verdant pasture. But sometimes,
management of Fontana and DeSoto
the
For
side.
other
as they say, the pasture is greener on the
agreed with tthe r'Ules set by
originally
most people UWGB is that greener side. But for many UWGB
,the USF dorms. That arrangement-was
stud~nts, their pastures are rore gangrene.
terminated last May when they decided
to maintain visitation no matter what ·
. "Do I sound bitter.? " asked one bitter coed aft~r she had
the Regen_ts decided.
listed several reasons why she hated the-school -'- from big
classes to big masses to her disdain for student apartments.
H. WARR.EN FELICEL, 6SSE
"If there weren't any classes, I'd like it better." But there
.
better.
it
like
who
are classes. And there are students
One student y.,ho does like the school diagnosed students'
problems as such: "They- come here expecting utopia. You
'
'
know; this. school is supposed to be a big, innovative thing new, different, all that. Then they c<ime here and they're disappointed that it's not Walden III. But they forget that they
have as much a -role in making it innovative as the staff
does."
Or, as Karen • Weidner - yes, the chancellor's student · ; •
daughtj!r - says, "People think it's' all going tb be there
The-Oracle welcomes letters onwhen they come. But it's not just going to come up to your
all topics. Letters should be triple
doorstep and buzz." Her father agrees.
typewritten and include the
spaced
"Things take a while to implement fully," Weidner said.
I
And
'institution.
human
perfect
a
as
thing
"There is no such
signature, address, and classificahope we ne,ver have one because that means we've stopped
of the sender;
tion
growing and chiµiging."

'
Pr.ivate hall ~onfusion

At first glance it looks just-like-any-other-university-I
suppose .- with 3,500 students shoving their way to class,
books under arms, girls under arms, long hair,· short hair,
linoleumed floors, white cement walls, bulletin boards an·
nouncing the usual bull.

..

1

Lette_r pp,licy

UWGB is growing and changing. But it isn't a perfect
human institution. It's got its problems. But it also has potential, which few other institutions have. It's got potential for
change but, more important, its students have the potential
for changing the world.
At the end of the day, I hopped into a yellowed Yellow
Cab and was on my way home. I thought I'd try again.
"I don't know much about it," this driver said. "But a
· college is a college. Isn't it?"
I turned around to notice a dark trail of combustion com·
ing from the rear of his cab.

I

I took my survey again and They took
theirs. At the next meeting, the surveys
were compared and found to be almost
identical, the results being almost exactly the same as my first survey. After listening for not one but two hours to such
comments by Dr. Rothwell as "students
Since the spaces were ' goin_g unused
should utilize the outer parking areas
·and the students didn't have direct ac- and have the inner lots for staff use
cess to the Language-Literature Build- whether or not they are utilized" and lising1 I started the process of acquiring tening to The Chief's argument that stu, these unused spaces for the students. Litdents going in and ciut would cause con.tie did I know this would turn into a
si?erable traffic congestion in that area,
·, snowbal} where I.would get snowed._
l replied to Dr. Rothwell that "PhD's
earn my respect and I don't give it out"
.
concrete
gather
to
was
step
My first
to The Chief that students usually
and
support before going to the Traffic Compark for five to eight hours before mova
twice
lot
the
of
survey
a
took
I
' mittee.
- ing it and that traffic congestion is atday at the busiest times for one week.
to as much the staff as the stuThe results of my survey showed that tributed
dents.
referendum. He then left the legislative
out of 241 spaces in the lot, the staff was
meeting for two hours -,- a :µieeting
using 90 on the average.
In a -nutshell, the meeting failed ·
.
Qtr
which had the busiest agenda since
· 1 of• my survey recommend changes to the V.P. Incidenproposed re•
3. Ironically he opposed
· I then took the results
•
tally, during the interim between the two
h Stud t
d d ft d 1 · 1 ti th
cess in order to complete all the work.
M~. Chaitkin walked out of the meet- ' an . ra e eg1:' a on roug , e~
meetings I saw to it that the two student
which was pass~ unaming on every important vote.
1 Government, _
vacancies were filled. The vote at the
_
, mously..
second meeting was 3-3 and Mr. Butler
Most ironically; Mr. Chaitkin's party
broke the tie, sid;ng with Them.
After my legislation went through Stui~ called the New Voice Party.
dent Government, it was referred to the
~y next step in this great adventure ·
'
Traffic Committee which then consisted
I ho~e the legislature works for a
to see V.P. Bert Hartley. Hartley
was
legisMy
us.
of
one
and
of four of Them
presidential candidate who . won't conthe problem with me to some
discussed
I
.1972.
September,
until
tabled
was
lation
office.
takes
he
when
tradict ,himself
even took a grand tour of the
and
extent
from
year
-a
not
~
now
wanted action
in question. He gave me
facility
parking
KENNETH N. RICHTER
now - so I .asked Charlie Butler '.to call ,'
that he could see my
impression
the✓
Senator, College of Business
Traffic
the
of
meeting
emergency
an
make his decision over
would
and
point
Committee fo discuss thelaforementioned
the quarter break. I left his office with
affairs. He kindly considered and in four
high hopes of coming back to school and
d_ays, I was guest of honor at the m·eetseeing signs designating half the lot as
ing.
student parking.
I
,
Editor:
Aside from remarks made by Dr. ·
On Nov. 22 Beta -Two East challenged
J:t is the middle of January now and
Rothwell who is on the Committee say. Alpha One East for the Argos Football
as you can see there. has been no change
by
insulted
was
he
that
effect
in
ing
,Championship. Mr. Lyndes, Saga Food
made. V.P. Bert Hartley told me that
being called to a meeting to discuss such
S~rvice Director, and Mr. Martini, the
after consulting with The Chief·and C.B.
the
student,
a
by
especially
and
trivia
Argos Manager, offered Beta Two East a
and considering the plans for building in
After
meeting was called to order.
victory supper to be served at 5 :30 p.m.
that area in the early 1980s, he could not
subthe
on
hour
an
nearly
for
speaking
with red tableclothes, catered cuisine,
see that a change was possible.
ject and being told my survey was too
·
waitresses; and cheerleader.
-old· ~o be considered (tqree weeks old by .
This is not the end df. rny story. My
The 4 :15 p.m. game turned into-a ninnow), I told the Committee I would do
step is to,see H~m' about the probnext
ety extra minute sudden death play-off
another surlvey and the Committee's exafter that, that great Board in
and
lem
and ended at 6 :30 p.m. The, cafeteria
would
he
said
Chief
The
officio member
1
the sky.
close at' 6:15 p.m. Mr. Lyndes and Mr.
have one of his boys do one too.
Martini went out to watch the remaining
\ I
. \
play-off and held the cafeteria open for
an, extra forty-five minutes so both
teams could enjoy their supper.

By MARK LEVINE
SG Senator at Large
My story begins September, 1971.
Being the beginning of the quarter and
being the radical hippie ' pervert I am, I
could see many problems already develpping that would • trouble the students.
One very evident problem that bothered
me and several thousand other students

., _
· Editor: .
As Student Government President, I
have looked over the field of candidates
for the position of SG President. I feel
that one -in partic'qlar is fiOSt qualified,
responsible, and can do tne b'est job and
he is George Adriaansen.

'

I

Parking 'snowea ·in'

Let George do it

It's the ✓right,. ti~e

A_R_Y_

- _M_M_E_N-'-T,c-~-=--AN___;:.P-

~

dividuals' napleS in taking credit be easily converted into actions,
It's not concerned· with protest
for the organization.
and tearing dpwn existing struc, A major project of PURE is the tures but with using tools available
Free University. It doesn't use around us to build ·and cr;eate posimulti-million dollar buildings nor tive change.
prestigious_ faculty but works on
Although the Free U.'s initial ofthe basis that people will share
is small, thene are ·possibilifering
knowledge with others. After all,
expansion limited only by
for
ties
'
jg
education
what
that's really
interest and imagination:
people's
about.
We hope the Free U. expands
The F,ree U. is more than a contrast between relevance and irrele- and prospers. And we hope that the
vance. Instead of structured, theo- people to people philosophy of
:retical courses, the Free U. pro- PURE will permeate USF and the
vides ptactical knowledge ·that can entire world.
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Letters may be mailed to LAN
Box 128 or brought to .LA.'J:,1 469:
Letters received by Friday will be
considered for ,publication the following Wednesday. The editor reserves the right to edit or shorten ·
'letters.
\
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out

the other ==
by Robert ·Boule

Peter's principl8
In preparation for the early Florida Presidential Primary, three candidates have already visited the USF campus
'
to rap with and at the students.
On each of these occasions, a certain subject was raised
. in the questioning periods, and if the .answer was what the
students wanted to hear, they gave a -loud and long reaction
· ·
(clapping, yelling, footstomping and saliva craklirig).
with:
concerned
mqst
the
. The question, that students seem
I
is the candidates' position on the legalization of marijuana.' ·
Politicians cannot ignore either the 18,000 plus virgin
voters at USF or their wishes to dispense with pot as an issue
by legalizing the herb. (In reality the pot issue just gives
people something to worry about other than the real problems
·
they face).
To investigate the situation further, I wanted to find a
long-haired, hippie student, who would definitely be a drug
user and probably a communist.
A whole bunch of time later, I had bad no luck in my,
search. I decided to take ·a walk to the nature center on campus or the "hill", as it partially known, for a smoke break. ,
As I approached the top, I recognized somebody sitting in
/,
the fountain on the hill. It was Peter.
Some months ago, I met Peter at one of those parties
where everybody was' using drugs, taking off their clothes and
cussing. (It wa$ exactly one of those parties that lure us
·
into college in the first place.) Peter is a pusher.
Sitting under .a continuous shower of water in his new
"
outfit of Muskie buttons, McGovern handbills and Lindsay posters, Peter was trying in v~n to light his soggy, self-rolled
cigaret. Since it appeared thi t Peter was not felling well,
from his glassy and bloodshot eyes, I went in to sit and chat
with him.
I told him about the three candidates an§ the question on
the legalization of pot. That got his attention, and .he started
talking, while I looked for spare change.
"Well," Peter said, "I don't think there are ·enough votes
at USF to elect a President of the United States."
I w.as stunned and disappointed, but held on to the 14
·
pennies anyway.
_My whole dream was about to go up in smoke, when he
interjected, "But with a little help from our friends off campus, we counld elect one of our people to an even more important office W
"Whyhowit!'.l I exclaimed as I reached for where his
collar should !5ave been.
"Sheriff," Peters said quietly as he tried to stop the
bleeding from the open wound I received from his "President
Muskie - Don't you feel better alr;eady?" button, which was
substituted for his collar.,.
"Yeah, that's right. I figure we could ·g et enough votes to
win that election. Then it won't make any difference who is
president or what the law is,' because we ·just ,won't enforce
'
I
'
-ft."
, "But, isn'tthat wrong?" I questioned.
"Not really," he smiled. "Right now they only enforce
grug laws around elections. The-only change' is we won't do it
at all. At least, that way the law will always be consistent."
"When are you ·going to do piisT '· I won(lered curiously,
"As soon as I get out of this fountain. Since you have
been blee~ng in the water, I hope it is before the· sharks get
here."
I leaped from the .fountain , almost droP,ping my Trigger
lunch pail, and ran gratefully back to ·concret e civilization.
In the two days since I last saw Peter, r' have wondered
of his dream. I guess it 'could be/ done, providing he doesn't
drown, or the sharks don't get to him. -

I

\
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"KINGCOME'S" TRIMMINGS
Ph. 935-8168

The Symposium on the Contemporary South

So, it'·s been

• • •

session that concluded with questions from
the audience. The Symposium activities officially ended last weekend.

included this distinguished panel of (L-R)
Charles Morgan, Pat Walters, Rodding Carter m, and Leslie Dunbar, (presiding). They
discussed several topics during the two hour

11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler

that kind
of a day?

Askew praises ·South's relations
By LARRY ROBERSON
Oracle Staff Writer

Governor Reubin As k e w
summed up "The South Tomorrow," as a maturing
south, one that was ready to
assert itself, as the Symposium on the Contemporary
South came to an end.
The governor, introduced by
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey, said
he felt that the South, unlike
the North, was finally facing
up to the realism of the race
problem and working to
change the system.
Askew said he felt Floridians, as Southerners, have
shown their commitment by

"As long as there
is a lower cla·ss I'm
in it. As long as
there is a criminal
element I'm of it. As
long as there is a
man in jail I'm not
free."
- Dr Benjamin Mays

Attacking those he said criticized the establishment and
did nothing, Askew said;
"Demogogues of either race
would only serve to postpone
the progress of the south but
progress would be achieved."
To Benjamin Mays' question of ending housing discrimination, the Governor
cited the e x a m p 1 e of the
City of Clearwater, which
passed an open hou~ing ordinance without pressure from
federal government.

passing his Tax Reform bill.
"This just proved the theory
even though there were racial
overtones voiced by those who that local government can
and should function without
opposed it.

there is a criminal element
"Smiling faces, some- I'm of it. As long as there is a
man in jail, I'm not free."
times, pretend to be FREE."
your friend . . . "
During the speech, AfroAmerican
students were pro-Black students,
testing the relevance of cerprotesting tain parts of the symposium.
They questioned why only the
old-guard southerners were
the help of the federal govern- allowed to speak on subject'\;
ment," Askew said.
of the New .south, and were
Mays, who is the ch'airman preparing a written list of
of the Atlanta School Board objections.
As Gov. Askew and Presiand former president of Morehouse College for 27 years, dent Mackey departed, the
spoke last week and said that protesters chanted, "Smiling
"As long as there is a lower faces, sometime, pretend to
. class I'm in it. As long as be your friend . . . "

-----------------------

Faculty commentary

Houses without roofs
By S. A. ZYLSTRA
Assistant Professor

Whatever its merits, the
reorganization of the University has created some situations which are perhaps, from
an administrative point of
view, merely awkward or
clumsy, but which are 9f rather serious consequences to a
large number of the faculty. I
am not speaking, of course, of
the decapitations that have
taken place in the recent past.
This has been so much the
topic of conversation that one
of its worst results is that the
University has lost an incalculable amount of money in
manhours spent on grieving
over or making sport of the
headless victims. My concern
here is the toll (professionally, financially, or emotionally) being paid, or to be paid,
by those who formerly were
instructors in the College of
Basic Studies.
Records show that on the
average a CBS instructor of
whatever rank and experience
earned less than his colleague
of equal rank and experience
in other colleges, often considerably less. I am just not interested in the cause of th~se
discrepancies but I think that
there is general agreement
that CBS instructors were not
inferior in industry or capabil·
ity to their peers· in other colleges. One would have hoped
that the recent reorganization
· would have corrected this injustice or at least given promise of so doing. From the way
things look this is not the
case.
Although the College of
Basic Studies has been abolished the University offers the
CBS courses this school ,year
and will also do so the next.
This means that instructors
formerly in the College of
Basic Studies and now distributed among other colleges

still teach, in the main, CBS take care of the instructors'
courses. To the credit of professional needs and rights
chairmen and faculty of the (whether it did so in the past
departments which had to is another question). So for at
take in CBS instructors, it least two years, the CBS inmust be said that the latter structor is in limbo. Profeswere cordially received. In sionally, that hurts.
some departments the addiWho is at fault? Normally
tional faculty fitted the needs one would lay these things at
of that department; in others the door of the Dean of Acathere was either no need for .demic Affairs. In the present
expansion or more likely, the case, however, not all the
addiiton was a duplication of blame can be put there if only
the already available talent in because he was not party to
the particular field. In the last the leveling of old structures
case the addition sometimes and may find it difficult to
closed out an otherwise open build on a site which is only
line for new faculty in a need- cleared on paper. What about
ed area. Whether welcomed the master architect and suand needed or received and pervisor? He should be held
not needed, the CBS instruc- accountable although t h e
tors continue to teach mostly changes may have had their
CBS courses and are paper inception prior to his coming.
members of their depart- Since few are privy to the blue
ments.
prints of the future (if there
Who is taking care of these are any), we can only go by
people? One can hardly ex- wha:t is conspicuous. In the
pect a chairman to look after case of the CBS • non • CBS
a member of his faculty who we see some half-demolished
teaches only occasionally in houses without roofs to shelter
his department. At least, he the inhabitants. It is like a
would take care of his full- case of slum clearing without
time teaching members first. urban renewal; in fact, withSince the College of Basic out clearing.
·
Studies is defunct it can not

OLATUNJI
~an. 28, Gym
8 P.M. 50c with 1.D.

African M1sic
At Its Best
Tickets Available
at U.C. lnformmation desk

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
Christ The King
L.C.A.

Our Redeemer
L.C.M.S.

11801 N. 56th St.
Worship: 8:30 A.M.
11 :00 A.M.

Worship: 10:30 A.M.

304 Druid Hills Rd.

CALL 988-6139 or 988-4025 For Transporta.tion

Informal Bible talks - 6 p.m. Sunday night at Our
Redeemer. Bring a friend.

·u you think
that ordination
is something
like graduation
-and the time
in between
similar to marking time-then
you couldn't be more mistaken.
The Paulists were founded
with the belief that each man is
a member of the community and
he contributes his own thing.
Each is an individual with his
own talents and he is given the
freedom to use them in his own
way. But not later. Now.
For instance, during the novitiate, novices work in such
diverse areas as hospitals, vocational rehabilitation centers and
Universities. They serve as assist•
ant chaplains, co-retreat masters,
student teachers and psychiatric
aides.
.
Paulist'Seminarians create
recreational programs, direct
"Days of Recollection" for CCD
students, direct film series, experiment with the use of media
in the liturgy as a preaching tool,
originate and edit the Paulist
Free Press, coordinate Lenten
lectures and organize Home
Masses, to mention just a few.
When you commit yourself to
the Paulists, it isn't a s6meday
thing. It's now. Today.
For more information about
the Paulists write to: Rev. Don-

is

-~~1.>1fcthets.

SPENCER MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH

-- ,.J

&

Fla.

W:ayne B. Moore, Pastor

Eat at McDonald's

THE ,
IN-FASHION
_STORE

PIZZA WITH MUSIC!
~\,

~~~ MARK WHITEHORN
Friday and Saturday, 9:30 • 12:30 P.M.
ENJOY OUR

BLACK LITE DINING
ROOM

WESTSHORE PLAZA
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST.
BRITTON PLAZArSHOPPING CENTER

AND OUR
UNIQUE COLLECTION OF POSTERS

We Also Serve Delicious Pizza -

Subs - Sandwiches - Spaghetti

SAIL MATES -

Terrace Plaza

Dine in, take out

Phone 988-7391

Under

$2,000:
Ag~in.
Now that the tax and money situation is back to normal,
we can go bock doing what we do best:
Saving you money. ·
....,OLKSWAGEH SEDAN 111 SUGGESTEO RETAIL PRICE# P,O, E.#
t.OCAt. TAXES AN D OTHER DEAL.ER CHARGES, IF ANY, ADOITION4l. ©vOLl<SWAGEN OF AH ERICA, INC.

Birdsong Moton, Inc.
off 1-75 at Sligh

We Love You

A PAULIST DOESN'T
WAIT TOBE
ORDAINED
TO GET
INVOLVED.

ald C, Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Director, Room 300,

Bi_ble Study 9:30 A.M., Bible Exposition 11 A.M., Illustrated Sermon 7:lS P.M.

Remember ·-

415 West 59th Street
New York, N, Y. 10019

11333 North Florida An.,
Tampa

AUTHORIZED
· DEALER

A NAUTICAL LOOK
WITH A SAILOR TOP
AND WIDE~CUFFED BELLS
SLACKS 999
BLOUSE 499
HAT - 199

!
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Biologists to use grant to battle hydrilla 8
SOLD IN FRANCE.
"Hydrilla grows best in
water and the waters
get dirtier every day."
1dirty'

The hydrilla samples used
in the experiments are col•
lected from three area lakes:
Lipsey, Saddleback and Bay.
· Graduate student Richard
Woodward goes out in an airboat with a diver from the
SWFWMD and they collect
.samples which are brought to
the lab in the Science Center.
Samples collected include hydrilla sprayed with diquat, a
herbicide used unsuccessfully
in the past, and unsprayed hydrilla.

". • . So you really have
a sort of vicious chain working. against you and Man
through overpopulation and
abuse of his water supply has

". . . we have found that
hydrilla shoots up faster in
water that is 'rich'. That is,
with heavy contents of minerals and outside properties.
In other words, polluted water,"
Dr. Warren S. Silver

The experiments are directed in a three-pronged "attack":

-

·Dr. Richard Mansell

make-up and to determine if
it has any natural enemies
that could be introduced in the

1. to determine the exact effect of diquat on the weed.
2. To determine the weed's

HYDRllLA THREATENS FRESHWATER LIFE

RIVER FRONT

••. and"the balance of nature in Florida

... closed down.

Re-Apply for CWSP
Students under College Work Study Program (CWSP)
•
.... who are continuing t)leir present employment next year
i: should re-apply for the academic year 1972-73 prior to March
n, 1 at Financial Aids.
I.

,,

I'

Community TV Co-op Meeting
Anyone interested in alternative programming for TV is
•; invited to attend the Community TV Co-op meeting Jan. 23,
~ 7:30 p.in. at the University Chapel Fellowship.
.
!~

Press Club Meets Today

The first meeting of the Press Club for Qrt. 2 is today in
Language Literature 459 at 2 p.m; Plans will be discussed for
r·· the Sigma Delta Chi High School Careers Day to be held in
·
;;, March.
All members are required to attend and interested stu~•
1 dents are welcome.
'·,
i,
.,

t

f

"That lake flows into another lake which is a cypress
lake," he said. "The second
lake has no hydrilla in it."
"But the number of cypress
in lakes is thinning."
"What we have to do is find
out what really makes the
weed 'tick.' Why it is the way
it is," Silver said. "When we
find that out we'll be on the
right track."

IIIIBB

The biggest selling car in Europe.
ooerseas delivery arranged through your dealer.

GARY MERRILL IMPORT MOTORS
5804 N. DALE MABRY

The grant has enabled the
professors to buy a flourosmicroscope and a liquid scintillator spectrometer - two instruments they need in order
to closely and minutely observe reactions of the weed in
their experiments.

fNFORMATJON ,

!:

area to destroy the weed without endangering the natural
balance.
3. To determine if the
weed's protective tissues are
effective against natural enemies.

· ---------FOR YOUR.;._
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He cited Lake Carroll in
North Tampa as a lake that
was diquat-sprayed for hydrilla last year and is now back
to similar conditions.

worsened matters.'

In the lab the unsprayed
weed is being cultivated
under the supervision of technical assistant Judy lliingsworth, a recent USF gr.aduate.
"We try to set up conditions
where the weed will react naturally to treatments we provide," she said. "We make
sure we cut down on differing
variables and everything, as
much as possible; - remains
under control."

through cypress trees," MA
Mansell said.

·

Chemistry Seminar Program

Dr. Sunney I. Chan of the California Institute of Technol1:; ogy will talk on "Nuclear Resonance and Membrane Biophys~ ics," J~n. 20! 4 p.m : in-Chemistry 105.

"We have found hydrilla
will not grow in normal cypress lakes. That is, lakes in
which the waters have filtered

Blood drive begins Tuesday
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
is sponsoring a student blood
drive Tuesday Jan. 25, from
9am. to 4pm in the Office of
Student Organizations, in the
University Center (UC).
"This is an attempt to have
blood available in case of an
emergency," said David Lie h t e n f e 1 s, project coordinator. The main thing we
need is for people to sign up
for appointment times. We try
· to assign these times so that
everyone doesn't show up at
the same time, this keeps
things running much smoother, and hopefully no one will
have to wait in lines," continued Lichtenfels.
BY DONATING to the blood
drive, the donor and his family are eligible to use the blood
bank should a need arise.

However, any USF student
may take advantage of the
blood bank in emergency
cases.
The blood bank is credited
with saving 10-15 lives since
its formation in 1957.
The blood itself is stored in
the Tampa General Blood

Bank, which in case of an
emergency is transferred to
any hospital.
IN THE CASE of an emergency, where blood is needed,
contact the University Health
Center 974-2331 or the Office
of Student OrgaIJlizations 9742615.

COUNTER-CULTURE
Books - Mags - Comix
FOWLER AVE. BOOKSTORE
5710 E. Fowler Ave.
ttours: 12-8 Mon.-Sat.

!;\
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Business Representative Sought

SHAKBY'S
UNCB·DF-LUNCH

The College of Business Student Advisory Board is seek,: ing a finance and economics representative to the board.
t: Candidates should submit a brief resume at the next meeting.
;;<• Qualifications are they they be junior or senior established
~ majors and able to attend weekly meetings at 2 p.m. on Frif day. Resumes should be presented to John Caskey at Fri··
.
·
• day's meeting in Business 215. ;

ATTENTION USF STUDENTS·
RECEIVE

all the pizza, .
chicken and salad
~ou can eat for$ J

..,

.39

:~ I

Audubon Society Film
Karl H. Maslowski will present "Waterway Wildlife" Jan.
·" 25, 7:30 p.m. in the Language-Literature auditorium.
Tickets will be on sale at the door.

+'
;:

Pre-Medjcal Society Meeting

WHEN DOING YOUR LAUNDRY ·A T

·

The Pre-Medical Society will meet 7 :30'tonight in the En..,,
: gineering auditorium. . •

KOIN KLEEN LAUNDR Y
&
DRY CLEANI NG

,·

Humanities Canon dates

;· · The Humanities Canon, required listening for CBS 316
. students, will be broadc;ast on WUSF, stereo FM, 89.7.MHz,
at 12 :15 p.in. on the following dates: today, Jan. 27, Feb. 1,
'
Feb. 11, Feb. 13 and Feb. 18..

Newman Club seeks items
Any usuable items, knicknacks, books, furniture or appliances, will be appreciated by the Newman Club. Donations
can be left at the Catholic Stude11t Center, 13005 N. 50th St.

(NEXT TO .T HE EXCHANGE BANK IN
TiEMPLE TERRACE)

Clubs sponsor paper drive
Environment 70's and the Newman Club are spom:oring a
' paper drive all quarter. Papers will be picked up in the dorms
· in Andros· Center every week. Commuters can leave papers
·
{ at the Catholic Student Center.

OFFER GOOD MONDAY - THURSDAY.
BRING YOUR STUDENT I.D. CARD

SHAKEY'S PIZZA PARlOR
8114 N. Fla. Ave.

ZPG meets today
An organizational meeting of the USF chapter of Zero
'. Population Growth will be held today in University Center 215
, at 2 p.m. Elections of officers will be held. Members and in-

terested persons are urged to att;e~nd~.~~;;::;;~~~ ;;::;;;;::;;;;::;;~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BARON

·NO-FAU LT AUTO
INSURA NCE

• For
·com,muti.ng

Senatc>r ·.
-.
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FREE SOAP

We Have 20 Double & Single Load Washers at 35c
a Load!-Dryers are 10c for a Full IO Minutes
Economy Dry Cleaning for $3°0 a pound
Professional Dry Cleaning at reasonable
Rates

PRICES: Number of Tickets

ISINGLEI

Vote for-off campus
representation
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PAY MONTHLY!
NO ONE REFUSED!

Can You Relate?

IF YOU ARE TOO BUSY STUDYING OR WORKING TO DO YOUR
OWN LAUNDRY - WE WILL DO IT FOR YOU FOR ONLY 15c A
POUND

WE HAVE AN ATTENDANT ON DUTY AT ALL
Tl.MES TO HELP YOU
OPEN FROM 7 A.M. TO 10:30 P.M. EVERY DAY
(INCLUDING SUNDAY!!)

KOIN KLEEN
9307 56TH STREET

932-2346
Tickets available
at U.C. Information desk

'(NEXT TO EXCHANGE BANK OF TEMPLE TERRACE)

ALL-RISK INSURANCE, Florida & Water Ave.
.J

11

.J
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Two-wheeled fun at the moto-cross
It takes a special kind of you get closer you can hear
person to drive at a moto- ' the bikes.
cross, but that something speAs you enter the track the
cial is hard to define.
physical punishment is obIt could be a highly skilled vious. Bikes fly through the
rider with a weekend hobby. air off the numerous jumps
It could also be a person who and the riders are bouncing
is a "little crazy" and has no around.
regard for his body.
After I saw this, I asked
FOR THOSE who don't myself "why do they do
know, moto-cross is riding a that?" The answers ranged
motorcycle through pits, over from 'why not?' - to - 'it
jumps, rocks, rough terrains, gets into your blood.' "
pastures and just about anyI ASKED Roland Lyons,
thing else you can think of. State Champion scrambles
I spent a couple of Sunday rider of 1970, how he got startafternoons watching and talk- ed.
'ing to ·two of the top riders at
Roland, 21, said he started
the Tampa Mato-Cross track racing · "just because niy
· just off State Road 583 (about friends told me to come out.''
:20 miles north of Tampa).
He said he raced his street
. The first thing 'you see when bike, but without success. He
near the track is a cloud of didn't get a ride on a competidust hanging in the air. As tive racing bike until he met

John Brill
Oracle Sports Editor

Perry Hammer.
Roland went to Crooms (a
favorite place to ride located
between Dade City a n d
Brooksville) to watch his
brother Dwayne run. Hammer, owner of Suzuki of
Tampa, was about to leave
Crooms and take the bike to 9track in Leesburg, but he
wasn't going to race· it. Ro•
land said "I'll ride it for
you.'' He was hooked and has

been riding for three years.
HIS FIRST ride might have
discouraged a lot of people. "I
got run off the track. I went
through 12-foot of wooden
fence and landed on a rock.
They thought I dislocated my
back.''
Roland was checked out in
the hospital and found to have
only a bruised back. He continued "I got out the hospital
at ten o'clock and raced at
one. I came in second on an
Ossa" ( type of bike).
The next week Hammer
bought a 400 (size of engines
measured in cubic centimeters-cc) Maico and let him ride
it. He came in first and won
six in a row. After riding the
Maico, Roland said "it's like
being in another world. It
sure feels good to ride a winner.''
· Roland give all the credit to
Hammer saying "Perry made
me and Dwayne what we are
today."
DWAYNE, 19, has been rid-

ing for two year-s. He r aces in
the 175cc class and came in
second in the State Motocross in 1971.
The next thing I wondered
about was injuries. I mearr
when I see guys wearing
leathers (leather pants) , a
helmet, boots and a weird belt
around their waist, I worider
how many get hurt. (to show
the physical punishment they
take, the belt helps protect
their kidneys).

Bob Smith, owner and promoter of the Tampa Motocross, said the main injuries
are broken coliarbones. Smith
also said "an ambulance must
always be here unless there
are qualified first aid personnel available.''
Dwayne has suffered the
major injury in the family, a
broken leg. Roland has had
sprained ankles, the usual
cuts and bruises and a broken
finger.
BESIDES the initial injury
in falling you have to worry
about the bikes behind you.
Roland has been run over a
few times. "Dwayne ran over
me twice. Ran over my rieck

"I got out ·of the hospital at ten o'clock and
raced at . one. I came in·
second on an Ossa."
-Roland Lyons

in Orlando last month· and
knocked me out.''
The Lyons brothers go flat
out all the time. Rolan·d said
"I don't worry about injuries.
The only time I ever slow
down is when I'm leery of
falling off and losing my
place."
Mota-cross bikes are different from street machines.
Most of the bikes are made as
light as possible. Fiberglass
gas tanks and fenders are
used. Street accessories such
as lights and speedometers
are also taken off. Moto-bikes
have knobby tires for better
traction and a larger front
wheel for better handling.
· FROM WHAT I've seen, a
moto-cross bike doesn't have
to look good, just run good
and hold together.
Smith said you could spend
$400-$1300 depending on the

1ratcrnit!'
~ 7!,ou~c

size and type of bike you
want.
Moto-cross is b e c o m i n g
more and more popular in
this country and Roland said
" it will be the number one
sport in the nation some day.' '
GO AND see one some day
( check with the local bike
shops for dates) and decide
what kind of a person is a
moto-cross rider.
Maybe even you'll have that
"something special,'' but me,
I like four wheels on the
ground.

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING
Appointments
Available
Hours
Daily9,6
Thurs. & Fri. 9-7:30

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

__

Co-ed volleyball

~

AND STEAK HOUSE R~~TAURANT

9302 N. 30th St. (West of Busch Gardens)

"
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TRADER'S HOUR ••• •4:30.:.6:30
COCKTAILS • • • • • • • • • • • • 50'
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·.. Vote foJoff campus
' representation .

*-

$395
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Commuting
Sena.t or
'. "

FILET STEAK DINNER,
BEVERAGE, DESSERT ... . ...' ...•.

m

BARON
'

~

STEAK SPECIAL

.A co-ed volleyball league
open to students, faculty and
staff will begin play on Feb. 3
in the gym.
This league will be conducted by the Intramural Office,
'but no IM points will be
awarded for competition.
Entries should be received
by ·the IM'· olfice by 4:00 p,m.
Jan. 28.·

'

..... .... . . . , , ~
-=-19!:!l!llla

•

league opens

PERFECT MEETING ROOM
FOR YOUR GROUP

BANQUET FACILITIES 932-6337 or 876-5739
~~~-.a~ '1:----- -
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USF whips Denison;
Dwayne Lyons, above,
flies past the signal flagman on the Big Hill at
Tampa Moto-Cross track
as an unidentified rider
hangs on for the big shock
when he returns to earth.
Photos by John Brill

final
Cagers Win ,n _
•
seconds again, 103-102
•

0

t

USF edged Florida A&M
103-102 in another last second
"We made up our minds
drama that saw Brahman
to play a tough defense."
Rob Mineer fitted for "goat
-Coach Don Williams
horns" before redeeming himself in the last seconds.
USF lead 103-102 and had "we made up our minds to
the ball with 20 seconds left. play a tough defense."
Coach Don Williams told his
The bench strength came
team not to take a shot until
from
Mineer and Fred Gibbs.
the final seconds unless there
While Mineer was in the game
was an easy layup.
he grabbed 10 rebounds ' and
MINEER MADE a bad pass keyed the fast break with the
and A&M had the ball with quick outlet pass.
six seconds left and quickly
Tommy Davis dropped in 24
called time, hence the goat points and backcourt mate
horns.
Bill Lear scored 23. Three
Williams said he called a
man-to-man full court press
"to delay the. time in getting
near the basket." Mineer
knocked down a pass near
halfcourt and forced a desperation shot by A&M.
The Brahmans had to keep
the Rattlers away from the
basket, but avoid fouls. Talking to Coach Williams about
Mineer's last play he said " I
thought they (officials) might
call a foul on that."

THIS· WAS the Brahmans
fourth win of the year against
six losses. It was the second
one-point victory and another
come - from - behind win.
Williams said he w a s
pleased ·with the team's "balance, comeback and bench."
A&M held a 12 point lead at
the half, 57-45 because of easy
, buckets on fast breaks. Williams said "their quickness
gave us trouble in the' first
half. We weren't stopping
their dribblers, passes and
cutting men" (men cutting
toward the basket).
DEFENSE HAS been a
problem for the Brahmans
this year . Williams said "we
haven't been moving our
feet.'' In the second half
against --A&M, Williams noted

other Brahmans in double figures were Ike, Robinson (19),
Arthur Jones (18) and Mineer
(12).
USF hosts Mercer tonight at
Curtis Hixon at 8 p.m.
Williams said "Mercer uses
a platoon system and comes
at you full speed all the
time.'' Using this method,
Mercer puts a second unit in
the game while the starters
catch their breath.
AFTER THE Mercer contest the Brahmans leave on a
two-game road trip. They
play North Carolina on Friday
and Wake Forest Saturday.

loses to Vanderbilt
The USF swim team won wicz, and Dean Hardy.
and lost in a triple dual meet
THE USF team swims
with Vanderbilt and Denison Miami-Dade Junior <:;allege
at'the USF pool Thursday.
North Sl!nday at Miami.
The tankers then head for
In the three dual meets USF
whipped Denison 89-24, Van- Louisiana for a two-day twoderbilt edged USF 61-52 and meet road trip a g a i n s t
Vandy bea t Denison 88-22.
· · Tulane ' and the Air Force
THE USF tankers finished Academy.
second in their first home
Coach Bob Grindey said "it
meet of the season. Vander- was our best meet of the
bilt took first place honors year." He also said "we
and Denison third.
swam very well, but Vandy
USF had two double win- was better."
ners in Ricke Morehead and
USF swam a close meet a nd
Mike Bridges. Morehead won lost three races by one second
the Individual Medley in 2.02.8 or less.
and the 200-yard Breaststroke
in 2.19.7. Bridges won the one
THE TANKERS turned in
meter and three meter diving. their best times of the season
USF's Joe ·Lewkowicz won in six events.
the 200-yard Butterfly event in
Grindey said "if· we would
2.02.8. A 3.23.2 time was have swum like this at the beturned in by the 400-yard ginning of the year, we would
Freestyle team of Herb Ste- have won three of the four on
yens, John Woodward, Lewko- the road trip."

INCOME TAX
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8834. 56t h STR EET
. TEMPLE TERRACE, FLORIDA 33617

"GET ACOUA\NTEDN'~s
usf s1uoE
off ER FOR MEMBERS~
AND FACULiY

A new, combi ned facility for building
healthy bodies . . . insid e and out!
The FOOD MARKET, in addition to a
complete line of natural vitamins and

mineral products, featu res fresh grown
organic vegetables and fresh baked whole
grai n breads with...!l_o preservatives!

~~.

BR\NG Tr\\S
AND yoUR
I

usF '

o CARD\

-

THE MEN'S HEALTH CLUB offers a full
li ne of t he latest exercise equi pment for
weighttraining·and body-bui lding ... plus
showers and a Swed ish Sauna for t hose
"tone-up" bat hs! Phone today for details
on charter memberships!

o,..... ,

l.

ORGANIC FOOD MAR KET & MEN'S HEAL TH CLUB

PHONE 988-2032

~

~

~
~
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Since 1956

ACCU RATE BOOKKEEPING CO.
6100 NEBRASKA AVE.
239-1173

TAX.SPECIALISTS - COMPLETE PRIVACY
Reasonable Rates
No Waiting
Ample Parking
Easy In & Out

10 SPEED BICYCLE
. SHORTS

NO
WAITING
Here now. The no. I selling

oco,.;,"""""""""'"""· A CJNEMtJS MAXJMUS

import truck that'll save
you money in a hurry.
At lasL we've g ot a lot o f the working qiachine that
• Delivers u p to 25 money-saving miles per gallon.
• Hau ls up to ha lf-ton of most anything in a steel bed.
•Rides you first class in a vinyl upholstered ca b.
Drive it for size, for economy, a nd because it gels the
job done, Drive a Datsun ••• then decide.

~

~
~
~
~
ij
~

Film Art Series

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

WILL FIT ALL MAKES
Sizes 3-13 / 100% Cotton Corduroy/
Made in U.S.A. / Racing Colors /
Rust, Wine, Purp le, Be ige,
Salmon, Brown / 8 Dollars

See our Complete line of Campers!
Toppers - SI eepers - Self Contained Campers On Datsun Pickups

COASTAl DATSUN,. INC.
Sa les & Service
10415 Fla. Ave., Tampa
Phone 933~1771

N[WSHORTflMEXCURSIONS

Florida Center For The Arts

MORE UNDERGROUND FLICKS NEXT WEEKEND!

JAN. 28, 29 & ·30 - 7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM (ENA) ADMISSION $1.00
Non-students $1.50 - Tickets go on Sal e Wed ., Jan. 26
at the TAT Box Office 1: 15-4:30. Note:-Specia I
Reduced Price Matinee Jan. 29 at 2:00 p.m.

Open Sunday 1-6

•

)
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'Alice' has problems but
will see extra showing
flowing audience did enjoy a
few genuine laughs.
In fact, a turn-away crowd
and the possibility of another
"sell-out" has prompted the
Speech Department to schedule an extra performance.

"Alice, Alice," the first Qtr.
2 Speech Depar tment presentation, inspires a degree of
awe in its audience at every
turn - whether for the better
or the worse.
A modernistic approach to
Carroll's classic "Alice's Ad·
ventures in Wonderland,"
" Alice, Alice" is set in a glittering land of draped silver
garlands and shiny suspended
discs.

'The Last Drop' .
of water on the desert was often given to the horse, man's loyal companion. Sculpture from
the George Gund collection of Western Art, on display in the Library Gallery.

Activities -

-

JAN. 20
Twilight Band Concert, Outside Andros, 5 :30 p.m.
"Basic L e a t h e r Techniques," discussion, 6 :30-9 :30
p.m. Craft Shop, UC basement.
JAN. 21
"Reivers ," starring Steve
McQueen. Bay Campus Free
Film Series, 8 p.m. USF St.
- Pete Auditorium. No Admission Charge.
:: . Apocalypse Coffee House
.-: presents Ewing Street Times,
: Empty Keg, 9 p.m.·1 a.m. 75
~- cents.
~', "Catch-22," UC Film Series,
> starring Elliot Gould and Don=,·a1d Sutherland. LAN 103 7:30
• and 10 p.m. 50 cents.
JAN. 22
_:..
', USF Dance Concert, TAT,
:: 8:30 p.m.
:: "Catch-22," UC Film Series.
·.•· LAN 103, 7 :30 and 10 p.m.
...,, 50 cents.
:·. Ewing Street Times at the
· . Apocalypse Coffee House,
~ Empty Keg, 9 p.m.·1 a.m. 75
~·cents.
. Faculty Recital: Jan Keist. ·er, piano. 8:30 p.m., FAH 101
JAN. 23
":· Faculty Recital: Gary Wolf,
•' piano. 8:30 p.m. FAH 101.
::- "Catch-22." LAN 103, 7 :30
:. and 10 p.m., 50 cents.

JAN. 24
"Long Hot Summer," Paul
Newman Film Series. 9 p.m.
LAN 103, 50 cents.
JAN.25

Apocalypse Jam Session. 8
p.m. Empty Keg. Free.
"Wire Jewelry and Copper
Enameling," Craft Shop discussion, 6:30-9:30 p.m.

SHARLA HECK, adapterdirector, deserves some tribute for tackling the mammoth
task of updating Carroll in
dance; however, several fac•
ets of the play seem to escape
Miss Heck's talents.
En masse, the acting follows
an odd school of the bur}esque, when a good deal of
the script is hardly conducive
to such exaggerated displays.
The choreography is awk•
ward; often it obstructs
players and voices, and at .

Scheduled to play again today and Friday at 2 p.m. in
LAN 103, "Alice, Alice" is
free and open to the public.

COLLEGE
.PARK

A frog footman

APARTMENTS

and one of the Alice's are
both portrayed by Lauri.
Reve.

DRUMS OF PASSION

WITH A COMPANY OF DANCERS, MUSICIANS, SI NGERS

<:
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...,..

¾ -LB. SIRLOIN STEAK . .............................
with Choice of Potato

$1.69

I

I
I

SUNDAY

Morrison's famci us ROAST TURKEY
with Cran_berry Sauce, Dressing and Gravy ......

69c

MONDAY

CHUCK WAGON STEAK ........................ ........

65¢

TUESDAY

CORNED BEEF & CABBAGE ......... .. ...............

89¢

I

WEDNESDAY

BROILED LIVER
& STEAMED ONIONS ... . ...... ..

79c

I

THURSDAY

CUTLET PARMESAN ................... ...................

89¢

I
I
JAN. 28
8:00 P.M.

I
I

·-

USF GYM
50c With I.D.

"SUPPORT YOUR PROGRAM COUNCIL,

without your support entertainment like this wouldn't exist."

I
I
I

I

U. S. PRIME ROAST BEEF ..............................
Carved to order

89¢

GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP ..............................

99¢

LARGE FISH ALMONDI NE ........... .... .............

79¢

CHILD'S PLATE ..............................................
(12 or under accompanied by pa rent)

49¢

Water Repellent
Mildew Resistant
Heavy Hardware

VOX-STEREO CLASSICAL ASST.

399

VOX-BOX SETS, 3-RECORD BOXED SETS
'TWINABOUT AND VOX 5-RECORD BOXED SETS,

Olive Drab Only
Only . . . $4.19 Available in
Canvas, Denim & Burlap
Several Styles to
Choose From.

T

·o
T
E

5
BY

G

:A
FINE COLOR PHOTOGPAPH5 BY SYNER61SMS

I
I

AND CAMPUS·SHOP

Made of Sturdy Army Duck

POPULAR MUSIC

119

I

THE ORIGINAL KNAPSACK

~

499

SAUTE'ED FISH ALMONDINE ..•. • .. . • . 79c

I PLUS THESE GREAT EVERYDAY VALUES: I

~-.

f •

~EK7 L-;-C~N;-Sc;E;-F;;U~:-1

I

I
I

SUPPLY LIMITED

,,

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
30th at Fletcher~ Minutes From Cam pus

I

,

!...,:·

CAFETERIA ..... beyond comparison !

I FRIDAY
I 'SATURDAY

OLATUNJI

RECORD SALE

I'

fflORRISOn'S

,-T~

BOOKSTORE., .

3600 Fletcher

times its gaudiness proves
quite distracting.
RESPONDING for the most
par t with chuckles of bewildered amusement, the over-

USF PROGRAM COUNCIL
PRESEIIITS

!~f

. LUXURIOUS
1 or 2 Bedroom Apartments from $ 150.00 per mont h
Walking distance from the University
Call office for more information
Equal Housing Opportunity, 971-2118

R
D
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Van·ishing protesters
may still ·rap , Spiro
By. TOM P ALMEJt
Special To The Oracle

Bob Dylan's new single,
"The Ballad or' George Jackson," may mark a return full
circle for the· man who led
the vanguard of folk rock and
protest music in America a
few years ago.

cfirinrr Jlnnnir

1

· fied and Joan Baez sings a
mixture of country, gospel
and pop hits.

·

o/ Vampa

Pete Seeger and some of the
Designed with your comfort a .n d enjoyment in r,-;ind
black artists like Julius Les·' - 1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments
ter and the Rev. Fitzpatrick
·p or Your Leisure Hours
were the only ones carrying
PRIVATE
CLUB BUILDING FEATURING
on the tradition in the pages
'
Bar, Pool Table, Lounge
of "BroadsJde" and "Sing
(Avaiioble for Private Parties)
• Out." Malvina Reynolds is
SAUNA ROOMS
FULLY LANDSCAPED
· Protest music has always alive and well. .
'/
2 SWIMMING POOLS ·
been a part of American
Writing about black revolumusic, but, except for the pe- tionaries instead of the liberal
, LAUNDRY
TENNIS COURT
r\od of the late 50's and -early causes of the 60's is certainly
60's, there hadn't been any a
change
and
"The
big stars' dominating the pop- Ballad of George Jackson"
ular markets.
'
may point to the tendency of
At that time a group of this new crop of songs being
young song writers were fol- more radical and more full ,of
MICK JAGGER IN SCENE . F,ROM 'PERFORMANCE' .
YOU TO, CAN ENJOY THE HIGHEST
lowing
in the foptsteps•.• of rhetoric than· their pre.deces... goes beyond standard conception of sexuality.
Woody Guthrie. Where are sors.
'
;,
they now?
,. sIc circ
· 1es a,re
, A
.
,
,
,
"
• FOLI{,, 1,IU
1
COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
DYLAN IS abouf the only busy speculating on whether
DELIVER THE BEST
'
one still around and doing his this marks a real return to ,
CRAF.TSMANSHIP AT
music. Phil Ochs got booed off political music. If it is,
Ctr!ffiJMa51tr Vryirolltl'
. COMPETITIVE PRICE$
the stage in New York in his though, political songs will
" I
\
'
LOCATIONS:
gold lame suit and electric probably get a place on the .
I
I
8914-56th St., TEMPLE TERRACE ' guitar (he also recently got airways, Spiro Agnew and the
.
,
r
•
AND
.7:30P.M.& 10:00P.M.
deported from Uruguay), FCC notwithstanding.
1 1 HR. CLEANING
Mark Spoelstra has sunk into
People in political moveAT OUR UNIVERSITY PLAZA Pl.ANT
obscurity, Tom Paxton is no ments will again have songs
Perhaps the. most unnerving ties ,include working over an "outside world" restrictions longer so_ fdrthright,, Peter La 1roun.d which they can rally
experience· for a movie re- · office manager, threatening of strictly male-female rela- Farge .i s ··dead, Buffy St. , and popular music will live up
.
Marie has gop.e el~ctric, Eric to its name, m sic of the peoviewer is to become lost with- the operator of a girlie show, tionships.
Andersen has• gotten · country- · pl_e. '.
in the film he is critiqing.
intimidating a defendant and
At first this concept seems · ,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.
·\
· "
. destroying a Rolls Royce with_ • hard to accept, both to Chas
!
TO THE
'
Such was the case with th}s acid before mutilating its and to the mpviegoer, but
reviewer and the Mick Jagger chauffeur. ~
.
eventually it is the putside ,
',
·film, '.'Performance." But it
world that appears silly and
En flight from the murder mechanical.
l '•
I.
.
I
' is heartening to find out that
, •
· Busch _.& 56th Street (Next'to Pantry Pride) .
• the movi'e has had the same scene, Chas encqunters, TurpThe "performance" is·Chas'
FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE
ARTS
.FILM ART SERIES
bewilderfng effect on many er (Mic~ Jagger), a retired day-to-day existence in the
CONGRATU.LATIONS AND THANKS
l
reviewers -:- becau\e it was ' rock musician, and Turner's' outside world, representing
FOR A GREAT MEAL
meant to do just that.
two housemates. ln Tu~er'. s the t many roles . required by
/
'
..
b
. t d society. "The .only perfor. THE GANG FROM ·
.
An unbeli_evably late night house Chas ecomes or1en e ' mance· that.
makes it all
through an extremely. tasteful the way," Jagger screams,
·
th
st0
movie-ish
ry line . ( e drug seq~ence, in the ways'of "is the om\ that achieves ·
.
. ;
. .
.
.
gangster type) . provides
the music, self expression, and · madness." This is the embodi,.
ideal setting
for a s\udy in love where "nothing
I
tni1:, ment ·of the film's indictment
co_n trasts: the new vs. . the
.
of social gaming
1
everything is permitted."
., · ·
th
I ,
'
old; violence vs. pacifis~; e Here the re-birth begins.
· At times the acting is lousy
'
conservative straight vs. the
'
,
., . and cockney- accents slur the
"Performance,"
although already' weak · dialogue, but
long-haired head·.
rated "X" ~at movie hbus.es, _- "Performance'..' is clearly an
The composite is a stpry of
,
oes beyond stan,da.rd concep: artistic success and perhaps a
a contemporary Resurrection, g
an almost religious re-birth tions of sexuality;·- A third di- ~rophetic vision. The pi~tur:e's
.
.
.
·
impact may best be attributed
that the film's producers mens1on is added to the a:• to Nicholas .Roeg, whose su1
FROM
would project to include ey- cepted d i v i s i o )1 s of b1- . pf:)rb photography and direc' .
eryone in society.
sexuality and homo-sexu_ality, tion , mu~t . be considered an
Chas is a gangster trainee, and that is a type of uni- achievement o( tremendous
a stone-faced, nonplus e d . sexuality - where physical proportion.
young man. whose daily activi- love is expressed without the ·
"Performance'/ runs tonight
and tomorrow at 7 and 9 p.ni.
each evening, in Lan-Lit
(LAN 103). Tickets ($1) are
a-vailable- at~the Theatre OOX'
office 1 :15-4 :30 p.m. and° be- ·
fore each showing at the ·door.
:
"S!!rpentina," " Chute," "Is" conducted by Hilton Jones.
After an intermission, "Is"
• and "Dancer's Count" will be
accented in USF's first Dance • explores dynamic shifts in ·
• Department concert of Qtr. 2; dance .through a reptilian performance by Carol Tut'off.
" playing Jan. 21 and/ 22. .
· "Dancer's Count," the fi"Serpentina ," choreographed nale, is a "self-accompanied"
..
,,... . '
to a Schumann piece by Hay- terpsichorean design by Wil"Decorative
decadence
and
languid
dee Gutierrez, features Gutier- liam Hug.
·
! r,ez, Arlene Kennedy_and Ruth The Dance Concert will play
omnisexuality... turns out to be the kind .of
Lampl as dancers.
Jan. 21, and 22 at 8:30 p.m. in
-all-round fun that in the·· mo.vies oft is tried
Utilizing a text by Hans Theatre. Tickets, priced at $1
but :arely so well achievedr"' - New York Times
• Juergensen, "Chute" follows, an~ $2- are available through
;. patterned by William Hug and, _Theatre . Box Office, ext. 2323.

SO INSJEAD,

CATCH-22
Will BE SHOWN
IN
LAN 103

'PerfOrmance:' con/Using ·
, but superb inessa'ge . movie

971-8750 . '

2300 131st Ave.

STANDARD·.of QUALITY

+

Samtone

With USF IQ

l

·NA.TU'RAL·K·..I.TCHE..N.

\

·sru/',r·,mWE
" 11·

·:-1

Vice.And Vena.
lhis.film isebout madness. And sanity. Far,tasy.
And reality. Death. And life. Vice. And ve~.

is

r

'.

-

. , SAVEON'

PORTABLES A1 ·

.NATIONWIDE

$39.95

NATIONWIDE BUSINESS MACHINES
4043 W. Kenaedy Blvd. ,
979.44-3-9 8 -7 7-1968

'Dance department prese1Jt~

original . winte·r concert

. -~---------~""'."--.
-----1·I
.MONROE HEALTH FOOD

f.
I ,.

Make US Your One Stop f!r Supplements ond Organic Food

,

Bread Mixes

Protein Crunch

Rye
,Pumpernickel
Unbleached White
Whale Wheat

All "Radiance" and
"Rich •Life"
(Hi-protein chewable ,o;aler)

10% Discount

---Fresh
Organic Ve~.

U,an. 19·29 Only)

.,
Thompson's

.,

Acerola "C"'

...•

....

.,_

All Natural

,». .

"Almost in

I
I
.
I

INTRODUCING THE fANTASTIC NEW

I
I
I
I
I

COMPARE THESE; SUPERlo'R FEATURES
• Gleaming Beauty that lasts a·lifetime • No
The Ultimate in Custom Quality at Pre painting or manual maintenance ever • No
fa bricated Pool Prices I A Stainless Steel
upkeep costs beyond chlorine purifiers •
.Product.
.
Built-in re-,circu lation unit with filtration
q UARANTEED FOR 40 YEARS!
plant • ,Available in any and-every design .
Sold Exclusively through your ~
and size.
, .
r
Distributor.
·
,.. . ·

I

STAINLESS STEEL.SWIMMING POOl
\.

RegukJr $3.00I .

Bone Meal

'

.

I ' '
'Executive Recreation Products Inc.
- - ·.r
. Second Bottle I
. ·Ph. 988-0684
for 75 c,
•
.
I ""
•,..
10% Discount
,
. savings of ·
(Jan. 19-29 Only)
$2 25
Thia mark tells you a product Is made ofmodern, dependable Stainless Steel.
Bring this ad with you for our specials. •
II
·
\. ·
·
J-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~----~-~~~~!@~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~
•
•

Vitamin D
and Iran
Enriched

for-250 Tablets

nI

.

aclass by itself.

{

L.L.T~ ·B UILDING SUPPLIES

-

'

'

.

'

.

.

'

\

Scho<?I Proiect? Hpm·e 'Proiect?
See US F.or_·Your.

"A h1ghly cohesive artistic statement. An ·
'
important, timely and original motion picture."
··

'\

a,

1£

- Gannett (Vewspapers

I

"A -cinematic trip filled with the bizarre, the
grotesque ·and the supernatural. It is a film. probing 'imagery, fantasy, sexuality, and role
changing. ,I t is absolutely mind-blowing."
- After Dark Magazine

~''Performance' is a,stu.nning film."

' James Fox , Mick Jagger

Our Sales Peo_ple Will Help You Find What You Need!
Cut Sizes of Lumber and Plywood Avai,able
·
(except Saturday)
- ·

I:

i;

ill

r

,.

.

ll,'

Anita Pallenb~rg
Michele Breton

•. I

Technicolor8
Writltn by Donald Cammell • Produced by Sanford Lieberspn • Directed by Donald Cammell and Nicolaa,8oll

Hear Mick Jaj!g,r sing MemP to T urner in the original s9und track a lbum on Warner Bros. records and tapa.

I!

"'
"

Performance
A Goodtimes Enterprises Production
Starring

/

1,

•r:
t
""

W arner Bros, presenls

TOOLS!

~

- RollingStoneMagazine

"A filrn _so devastating in technique-and conte~t
that it should be seen and seen _again." - Newsday

Clear Pla_stic, Dowels, Brads,·Screws; Bolts,

.,.
It

' - L. A. Free Press

"The picture is like a ride on a roller coaster in a car ,
-that,ultimately crashes, but it's a hell of a ride.
'Performance' is a bold, bizarre, dazzling, puzzling.,
maddening and very e/citirig film. Directed by
Donald Cammell and Nicholas Roeg as if they/
were Fellini, Bergman and Jean-Luc Gqdard all on
a_
cid ... Ke/eps you. gasping at its flash and bravaqo."

Lumber, Plywoo<fHardboard, · pegboard,
•
..

- Village ·Voice

1

·,

..

11

/

"TRY·US! YOU'LL LIKE US"

,

THIS flLl,I IS RATED

@ NO ONE UNDER 17 AOMITTEO

TONIGHT! JANUARY 19, 7, 9:3,0 P.M.

13201 NEBRASKA AVE.

CLOSE TO USF

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 7, 9:30 P.M.
' LAN 103, -ADMISSION $1.00
I

NOTE:

To Avoid Being Turned Away at the Doors
Bu(Your Tickeis in Advance at the TAT Box Office 1:15-4:30

...

-

...__

J

10-THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, January 19, 1972 tion to the UC Mall during
free hour. They contend that
decibel limits could be set
· that would not disturb operations in any of the buildings
around the mall.
EVEN WITHOUT an offlems by the Administration.
Continued from Page 1
campus speaker, students are
This was reportedly part of
guest'~ conduct. Consider the an Administration contingen- forced to register any outdoor
assemblies they plan-to orgacase of Al Capp.
cy plan to thwart anti-war acCapp was arrested on a tions last fall at USF it was nize (Rule 2). Although 24
morals charge while a guest found out later c!nd reported hours is better than 14 days, it
still leaves something to be·
of a campus organization. If in The Oracle.
desired, according to the
sponthe
Capp were convicted,
.
AT THE visitation rally, courts.
soring organization would be
In Hammond vs. South Carguilty as well, according to lack of amplification contributed to lack of crowd control olina State College, the court
"The Book.''
Rule 1 (i), which concerns by Student Government lead- ruled that I spontaneous and
amplification1 is one of the ers and the unplanned en- peaceful parades, demonstramost hotly contested of any trance of' Gamma, the fresh- tions or other such activities
cannot suffer the prior reof the regulations in "The men women's dorm.
In Wisconsin Student Associ- straint imposed upon them by
Book." 'At both the Oct. 13
Moratorium and the last visi- ation vs. Regents, University regulations like those in "The
tation protest, the issue arose of Wisconsin, a federal court Book."
Also, conditions for denyand the Administration acted ruled that · regulations repermission are unsatisfacing
ampliobjectionable
stricting
in a .way hard to describe by
any . other word than "arbi- fication must be "properly tory because they fail the
drawn." That is, they must be "clear and present danger"
trary."
test. · In Esteban_ vs. Central
Further, th is regulation • specific.
Students at USF question Missouri State College, a fedfails to -define what constitutes an "undue burden" on t~e r~striction of amplifica- eral court ruled, "clear and
campus facilities nor the· official who makes such a determination.
RULES GOVERNING literature distribution~ar,e ciear on
all points but one. What conficers-$6756, Lab Technician 1-$4692, Acstitutes a "captive audience?;,
countanl I 11-$9444, Accoimta nt 1·S7eoo,
In the most captive of ,all au- 1. REAL ESTATE
Registered Nurse 1-$6960, Compuler Operator 11-$6264, Trades Helper-WOO, 2 Secdiences, the classroom, offi- 4BR 2-Balh CB near Lowry Pk Loi relary
11-$45~4, 2 Secretary I ll·S5304, 2
Family Rm w-fireplace, s ummer Clerk 11-$3960, Receplionisl-$4152, Sales
cial literature is handed out 100x340
house, pump house w-bath, sprinkler syst. Clerk 1-$3768, Secretary IV-$5988. T HE
from time to time. Why, 'then, Many exlras. $29,500. Phone 689-3159.
UNIVERSITY 'O F SOUTH FLORIDA IS
AN ' EQ.UAL OPP O RT U N I TY EMare students · and student
PLOYER. For further information contact Personnel Services, FAO 11, ext.
2. FOR RENT
groups so limited?
2530.
In the case cif Oct. , 13, new Sublease Apt. in La Mancha Dos, $75 per You can earn $35-75 weekly selling finest
at end of 4th Quar- fashion jewelry for Sarah Coventry. Cornrules on amplification sprang month. Lease expires
ier. Female-to live with 3 0th.er girls. pany Rep, Interviewing 'on campus
up suddenly a few days before Call Marla 971-2160. ,
9-4p.m. Jan. 28 Career Planning ULI 518.
the rally although its sponsors
Lead Guitar &- Piano-organist wanted ·for
SALE
FOR
ISC.
M
·
now · formin~ group with lop billings in
6.
had been assur~d of no prob839-8800 or

USF denies free speech

present danger and not merely fear and apprehension of
possible disturbance must be
proven.
Rule 5 covers posting signs.
Why is . permission' needed to
use .bulletin boards? What are
the criteria for denying permission to groups or individuals wishing to post signs?
"The . Book" leaves these
questions unanswered and its
regulations are just not welldefined enough to allow everyone •a right to express them' selves.

CLA.SSIFIE-D ADS

REGULATION 6 regulates
solic;itors on campus. Instead
of just limiting troµblesome
peddlers from bothei:ing people on campus, the rule embodies a blanket ban on all solicitors without providing any
kind of .criteria.
Clearly there are types of
solicitors who may be· constitutionally barred, and they
should 'lie defined. Otherwise,
there could be situations in
which simple freedom of ex·press'ioh could be barred.
POTENTIAL STUDENT organizations have the· same

problem as individual stu- changeable or identical for
dents. That is, they must ac- the purposes of gathering
cept unconstitutional and arbi- criminal evidence. Also, rule
trary rules as the price-of ex- 10 fails to specify the require•
· ment .of a search warrant or
istence on campus:
waiver.
The University's position
Chances are 1h owe Yer,
here is more tenable, however. In American Civil Liber- that any arrest that results
ties Union of Virginia vs. Rad- from e v i d e n c e discovered
ford College, the court ru1ed, under ·rule 9 or obtained with"Students do no_t have · (the) out a warrant or waiver under
unqualified righL to be recog- rule 10 will be thrown out of
nized by (the) college adm~ court. In Piazzola vs. Watistration." Nevertheless, the kins, a federal court ruled
Administration must s h o w that dormitory occupancy
good cause in denying recog- .cannot require a student to
sµbmit to illegal search and
- nition.
seizure.I
}:tULE 8 covers access- to
Next_week: Proceclures
student records. Although
these records are important
to a student's entire future, it
*s 1.\nclear whether 'students
may examine their own records for errors. 'It seems only
fair that students should be ·
able to check their records for
errors and · for misleading
past performance and correct
or challenge them.
\

•

•

FRANK & RITA'S
-RESTAURANT

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
BACON, TWO EGGS,
GRITS, TOAST & JELLY

59c

'til 10 a.m.

Hours : 6-8 - 6 Days

22nd & Fletcher Ave.

t

/

Rules 9 (room entry) and 10
(room search) have been criticized as possibly being inter-

, 7400 NEBRASKA AVE.
;~MPA, F LA _ 33604

of Tampa

23~-1 I0 I - 236•5776

) ALBER',- (AL) FAULKNER, Master

,

'

VICE• PR~S. - GEN. MGR.

COMPLETE DIVER'S NEEDS
SA LES - SE RVIC E-REPAI RS
EMERGENCY 24 HR. SERVICE
I NSTRUCTION &__ CHARTER TRIPS
{

./' ,>

Diver

~

.

~
'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - I ~a;~i-2~~~~ago, etc. Call Chris

FOR SALE; 1970 Mobile Home (New c..::...:.:..:...::.:.:..:c...--- ~ ~- - - - -

Moon}, 12x50, carpeted, air condtiiqned,

~~~P a~;~~~i;l~r;~~ 11~f~~~018~ ;~rmb~:~

and girls in Hende rsonville, N.C. Write
P.O. Box 4585, Normandy Branch, Miami
1 ~--,-,--,----c31c,:4.:..
,:8c,e::,ac,::h:c,.:..F.:.:1a::·..:3.::
Part time work for sludenls as carrier ·
for afternoon delivery of the Tampa
f;1!d9,r!;71s57 Raf~lee~g:p.bmik__e Greal Times, molor route, six days a week.
=~--'--~='-= ,-=..:=.-,::....c='----1Must have reliable transportation and
This is your LEVI '!ilore. We have denim furnish cash bond. Call Mr. Sam Perrone
'
.
between the hours of 1 and ;
Bullelin Board notice, should be sent & cord,u roys in regulars & BELLS. Also at 238-1297
thru Salurday.
direct 1o "Director Student Publications boots, shirts & Weslern hals, bniy 10 p.m., Monday
JOBS FOR STUDENTS·
OVERSEAS
Western
Bermax
campus.
from
min.
LAN 128" (ext.2617) no later lhan noon
Australia, Europe,• S, America, Africa,
Thursday for publicalion the following .Wear•8702 Nebraska Ave.
. "LAW SCHOOL-WILL I LIKE IT? CAN I etc. All professions & occupallons Wednesday.
MAKE IT?" A' new book by a recent law $700-$3000 monlhly. Expenses paid, over•
graduate for prospective law students. tjme, sight-seeing. Free information •
Send $2.95. Kroes Press, Box 3709A MIi- Write J obs overseas, Dept. Jl Box 15071,
San Diego CA. 92115.
waukee, Wis.- 53217.
The USF Duplicating Service now has
lhe capacity to print materials which
are up to 11" x 17" in size.
USF Credit Union annual members hip
For 5ale: Sony 230 Tape deck, Voice of Wedding Photo~rapher & lnvitalions fo r
meeling wlll be loday, PHY.141.
Faculty• Members are requesfed to Music, 200 Watt amp plus 2 Fender col- all occasions. After 6 call 621-1607.
,;advise for~ign students lhat they must umn speakers All for $350 Call Chuck or
TYP ING-Accurate, neal, reasonable rates,
register tHelr addresses wllh lhe feder- Frank 235-151:i Have a rile; day
· - - - lfast service. · 11110 N 22nd Street. Phone
al governnienl during the month of 1- - - - - - - - - - . ; . .
I
971-2139.
January. This can be done at the ForA-OK Typist wllh IBM Seleclr.ic carbon
,
.
,
eign Students' Advisor's office, CTR
letters,
Thesis,
nges.
a
ch,
type
and
ribbon
under
mandatory
is
Regislration
156.
IobsRush
d",ssert a rions
registration Jaws.
a lien
s t enc,·1s.
Planetarium-Observatory Open Night: Hafner Bass for sa le-Excellenl condition
Glorida
· Reference~. Proof read.
Members of fa cully, slaff and genera l Call Phil 971-0685.
884-1969
Public a re invited lo bring 1heir famiTyping Services - Nancy .Elliott 6308 S.
lies to a Planetarium-Observatory Open
Lois-Ca ll 837-5455
Night Mon., Jan. 24. A Planelarium
English instruclor will tutor in Composidemonstration will begin at 7; 30 p.m.
firhi~~s!~~a~~s,;'~;I~~~ ~::O~e ;/sh Porsche VW repair se,:vice. Engines re- tion and Literature. 932-7722.
1
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST-IBM Selectric
transaxels,
~P
the 26" lelescope. Reservations are re• bu_ilt-excha~ge hopped
minor repairs. Ractory !rained on Porsche carbon ribbon. Will follow TURBIAN
quesle8: ext. 2580.
5512
manual. Quality work: term papers,
style
_Towri'n'Counlry
Rd.,
r
Sa"'.ye
VW.
Mon.,
meet
will
Club
USF Mothers'
thesis, resumes. Weekdays call after
J an. 24 at 2:30 p.m. in University 886-3371, if not m, call again
Chapel Fellowship. Mrs. Uprichard, re- '68 vw, runs perfectly. S900. Call alter 6PM-weekends all day 971-.1041.
4 :"3""'0,....:9-'-71'--4.:.:.9.:..:75:.:.·_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - cenlly relired from the 'staff of Read- ~
ers' Digest, will Present the program. 1963 Chevy Nova, convertible, automatic
Mothers of US F faculty and staff who lransmission. New lop good tires. Price
=~elh~i;;t\~gr~~id:n~e'~~"!~~l::d.as well ~~~~248~e1Ween 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. Call - - - - - - - - - - - - Need a furnished house or apt. for visit•
Secretarjes' Luncheon Jan. 27, noon,
Ghia a nd ' 63 V.W. ing professor, Qtr. 3. Call Roger Cole,
CTR 256. For reservations phone Lois riJa;,a~eill
2
1 2621. No cancellallons 1966 Corvair Convertible 140. Super- !:~~e ~i;lding our organizaNon and need
26~~ ·
Disnl!y's Magie Kingdom Club: Any charged and super cared for. $225. Call ten people who would like to earn money,
further their education, and insure · lheir
staff member who has nol returned lhe 935•7932success. Call Doug Shakespeare, 932-3549,
address slub from his Magic Kingdom
h r=u~5=-'p=-.mcc-.~ ~ - ~- - _.=1~
8=-a_.m
"'
to
p lub card p1ease return immedialely
C
"See THEOREMA, Wednesday, January
ersonne1 5erv,ces, FA0 011. The Uni26, 8 p.m. in CAN 103, $1. This extroordi·
versify 'l'ust· return these address stubs
nary film is by one of Europe' s 'most
STAFF VACANCIES
to Walt Disney World in order to receive addilional Magic Kingdom Club The following pos itions a re to be filled by controversial direclors, P IER PAOLO
ca~~•·Resources Films available for use non-students : Campus Security Police Of- PASOLINI. Best film 1969."
furnished, close to USF. SSOO Equity, as~~: l~a6:,i~:s Fii. 9c~~I ~':.'ry ~~~i~c
at ext. 2620 on campus during the day or
after 6 p.m. at 971-2710.

f
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12921 BUSCH BLVD., TAMPA

~;;; si~.

Official' Notices

15.

7. TV, RADIO, STEREO

SERVICES OFFERED

.

8 MUSICAL INST

l O, AUTOMOT.r•IVE

i,•- --------

~ZJ'

21. MISCELLANEOUS

THI~ COUPON GOOD FOR ONE
- ,FREE TACO ~
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY OF OU~
DELICIOUS FOOD ITEMS
OFFER EXTENDED TO USF STUDENTS & STAFF
ONLY FROM JAN. 19th THRU, FEB. 19th

~~H,~s"i.'

!~~~~k~~~~'

14. HE(P WANTED

Jan. 17-21: Algae IV; Dunes; Ski lhe
Outer Limits; Permutations; Catalog;
Do It Yourself Cartoon Kit; Performance; The Great Ziegfeld; Bicycle
Thief; Estuaril1e Heritage; ,SPongeTreasure from the Sea; Principle of
l l;
Part
Mechanics,
Respiratory
M-A-S-H; Ha rper.
Graphics Department of Division of
Educalional Resources wishes lo advise
its cust6mers thal a ll requests should
be submitted to this department a mini•
m·um of five worl<lng days Prior to lhe
da le the \ maleria l is required. Those
customers requiring printing should
allow a minimum of · lhree week-s for
printing, in addition to · our, minimum
time requirement.
Vacant Positions at USF : Campu·s Security Police, Officers, $6,756 ; Lab Tech,
I, $4,692; Acft. Il l, $9,444; Acct. ,.
$7,800; Reg. Nurse I, $6,960; Computer
Operator 11, $6,264i Trades Helper,
$4,800; 2 Sec. II, $4,584; - 2 Sec. Ill ,
$5,304; 2 Cler k II, $3,960; Recept.
$4,152;' Sales Clerk I, $3,768; Sec. IV,
'
S5,988.
Anyone wishing to set up a fable. or a
distributing
of
purpose
display for lhe
information must clP.ar through the
building supervisor. A list Of s uper•
visas is kept in the Space Office, ext.
2463.
Insurance Rates lo be used for 1971

income tax deductions : High Option
BC-BS w MM $12.06 & $30.98; Low Option BC-BS w MM $9.32 & S25.32; High
BC-BS only, $9.42 & $23.86; Low BC·BS
only, $5.24 & , $14.24; Major Medical
only, $3.76 & Sl0.22.
Learning Lab Hours for Qtr. II ore :
Mon., We~., Thu. 9-9; Tue . .- Fri. 9-5. Inquiries concerning the Lab should be
·
phoned to ext. 2341.
Instructional Materials Center, EDU
-1 13, will be open Mon., Wed., Thu.
,
9•9; Tue., Fri. 9-5.
Guidelines for lhe Research Council
Release-Time Awards are now available
al Div. of Spcnsored Research, LAN
105, ext. 2897.
1
· · toT~..m~~i~11 ~lur1~~n~~!1 f~~sde~~7~!
,for a pplying for a scholarship or grantin-aid for the 1972-73 academic year 1s
Feb. 1, 1972. The dea dline for applying
for loans a nd other types of assistance
Including lhe College Work Sludy Pro_g ram (CWSP), is March 1, 1972, and
lhose a pplying after March 1 will only
be conside red if funds are availa ble
after meeling lhe needs of !hose s tudents applying prior to Ma rch J.

. ·, Ca~P,US 'D ate

Book

Meeting times and places of organiza•
lions which meet regula rly are posted
on UC Lotiby Bulletin Boards.
TODAY

Access, listener ca ll-in progra m featuring P residenl Mackey or other USF
administrators. To ask questions, dia l
974-2215 during progra m., 6:30 p.m.,
Radio 89.7 FM
Young Democrats .Debate, · 7:30 p.m.,
CTR 248
T HURSDAY
BIS Luncheon, noon., CTR 256
~eature1 Entertainment, 8 p.m., CTR
15
FR IDAY
Student Government Campaign Speak•
er 2 p.m., LAN 11 8, soc 127, LIF 271,
FAH 132, BUS 108, EDU 202 A, ENG
201
. Sigma Xi Dinner, 6:30 p.m., CTR 255
& 256
· Movie, "C.:atch 22" 7:30 & 10 p.m.,
LAN 103
- Sigma XI Speaker, 8 p,m ., CTR 252
Coffee House, 9 p.m., Empty Keg
SATURDAY
Alumni Assoc. Dinner, 6 p,m., CTR
248
c.f~u;~I& ~Jre. Reception, 6 p.m.,
Movie, "Catch 22," 7:30 & 10 p.m.,
LAt,1103
_Coffee House, 9 p.m., EmpJy Keg
SUN.DAY
Movie, " Catch 22," 7:30 & 10:00 p.m.,
LA.N 103
MONDAY
Movie, "Long Hot Summer," 9 p.m.,
LAN 103
TUESp AY
student Blood Drive, 9 a. m., CTR 252
Health Center, 2:30 p.m., CTR 205
I FC Presidents, 8 p. m., CTR 205 &
215
J am Session, 8 p,m., Empty Keg
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Michael's

c4 R11.,

Seafood • Chicken • Sandwiches
9308 N. Florida Ave.
, Ph. 935-0005

Ot,1

BELL
TACO
2921 -BUSCH BLVD., .TA·MPA

Sp'a g~etti Specials!!
\
EAT'IN OR C~RRY OUT
Spaghetti & Meat Balls ......... ~ .•. , •..•. ; .. 89c
Spaghetti & Steak Parmigiana •••..•..••••.. ~ 99c

. ~i'f1 ·. ···

Also
Spaghetti with Tomato~ •••••.• , . , . , , • , , 79c
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce •••••••••••••• , , ••• 99c
Spaghetti with italian Sausage ••••••• ~ •••••· $1.25
Spaghetti with Shrimp •• , ••·•••••• ,, ••••••• $1.55
Spaghetti with Crab Meat ••••••••• : .'•••• , •• $1 .60
Spaghetti with Chicken ................. ~ •. $1.20

-

.

'

---

\

Super Cold: Bud & Michelob on Tap

SALEWED. -SAT.

I.

ENTIRE STOCK
* BELL BOTTOM JEANS
* DRESS SHIRTS
* BODY SHIRTS
* BELTS
* KNITTOPS
* POLVESTER DOUBLE,KN ITS
* -SHORTS

l

The

Ewing Street Times
In The

EMPTY KEG
SAVE10%oFF OUR
REGULAR LOW PRICES

.FRI. & SAT.
JAN. 21 and 22

10024

,75.c
WITH I.D.

Plus Ofhers
Sponsored by U.c:

-THE BETTER HALF
Ph. 971-4254

9 p.m. ~til 1 a.m.

N. 30th

ST.
Hrs,: 10-7. Sat.10-6 ✓

.{_

r

